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Letter from the President of  
Luxury Yacht Club Italia  

 

One morning last summer, in front of a splendid boat sunset, we told ourselves that it was time to 

make a change and show our being present. And so here is "The Paper". The Luxury Yacht Club 

Italia could not fail to have a publication that expressed its inner essence and that of its members or 

Italian luxury. An official showcase to highlight the work of Italian companies that, by joining the 

Luxury Yacht Club Italia, want to be at the forefront. The 

magazine, with a semiannual character and in digital format, is 

a small summary of our excellences and its distribution, 

in addition to the Italian language, also in English and 

Russian, aims to be a reference for those who approach luxury 

designed and created only and exclusively in Italy. 

In "The Paper" we have compared products and 

services, uniting all regions without local distinctions, as our 

entire peninsula is one of the largest producers of niche products. The guiding thread is obviously 

that of the nautical sector, but only as a life motive. As you readers can read the boat is just a "ferry" 

of ideas, products, technologies and services, available to all. Special thanks to the editors of "The 

Paper" all under 30. 

It is their desire to express themselves and to put into play the badminton for our entire team. .... 

Enjoy "The Paper” 

 

Roma 01.01.2020       Commendatore Dott.Andrea Uneddu 
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The L.Y.C.I. Life Style 

A style of living the  sea, the adventure, the 
Italian luxury without boundaries with the 

endless desire to share this experience 

The Life style of the Luxury Yacht Club Italia is 
a unique way of experiencing luxury as it 
combines the perfection of Italian 
manufacturing with the people who create it. 

The Paper is a magazine dedicated to 
our Members and to all those who 
want to discover our innumerable 
excellences in all sectors. 

The magazine does not want to be 
exclusively dedicated to the boat 
sector but to everything that makes 
up and surrounds them. Where 
luxury is an integral part of our being 
Italy. In the various exits will be 
presented the large and small niche 
realities that are and will be carriers 
of a message of quality. 0 

All the companies, the characters and 
the events are excellences in the respective 
fields of belonging and of these we are true. 

Our essence is to put together experiences that 
can be useful for the sustainable development 

of our country.  

This number, as in the others, 
will also be accompanied by 
photo shootings of events 
organized in Italy and by the 
Luxury Yacht Club Italia. In this 
issue is published the shooting 
of the event of the month of 
October this year at the port of 
Scarlino (GR) a wonderful 
Tuscan location where we 
enjoyed the hospitality of 
Adalar Sail putting at our 
disposal its fleet for a series of 
meetings on the subjects of 
boating, of how luxury is an 

integral part of it and how it is necessary to 
more clearly identify the operators of 
shipbuilding.  

The event gave the start of the first certification 

of the Regulation for the quality of services 
provided on boats © carried out by the Optima 
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Italia certification body of one of our Guest's 
boats.  

In this context, two other topics were also 
addressed.  

The theme of the quality of production with the 
presentation of the Design and production 
guidelines for 100% Italian luxury products is 
fundamental to give evidence of our excellence 
abroad and that of the possibility of the Luxury 
Yacht Club Italia as an association recognized 
as Aggregative to the Ministry of Economic 

Development (MISE) with the European 
Confederation of Professionals and Companies 
(CONF.EPI) pursuant to Article 8 paragraph 2 
of Law 4/2013 “Provisions regarding 
unorganized professions” for 22 figures in the 
nautical manufacturing sector and not only.  

A special thanks therefore to all those who have 
contributed to this first issue that can be a small 
contribution to give evidence of their success. 
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Italian Life Style 
 

 

Italian style as a model of being, of living and of expressing the many unique 
excellences of its kind 
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Agnelli Milano Bici 
 

Luca Agnelli has been producing 
pedal-assist electric bicycles since 
2015. He realized, back then, there 
was something in the electric bikes' 
aesthetic he didn't like. He noticed 
that the constructors awkwardly 
mount the battery along the frame 
and sensed it could be the beginning 
of a limited production of one-off 
electric bicycles. 

Batteries supply power and -in all 
vehicles- the tank holds the power 
supply system: the inspiration came 
from motorized bicycles and mopeds 
from the 40s and 50s. Luca started to 
collect dozens of old motorcycles tanks to 
properly hold the batteries which supply the 
electric motors  

and create one-off bikes using a sophisticated 
and refined technology. 

He searches for old bicycle frames mainly from 
the 80s -some from the 30slooking for pieces 
from different origins and period of time. 

This allows him to -once more- make the most 
of his background in antique furniture 

restoration. In his workshop, Luca learned the 

art of making, of giving back structure, shape 
and color as well as the art of rebuilding 
missing parts with the same techniques as the 
original piece of furniture. He learned to take 
care of those objects with passion and 
dedication giving them back their original 
splendor. 

The experience gained throughout the years as 
a restorer, pursuing beauty and developing his 
own sensibility, helps Luca to find the best 
harmony in order to connect a modified frame, 

a fuel tank, motorcycle and car 
accessories, nautical parts and large 
modern wheels. 

Luca chooses, observes, divides and 
discards. 

He combines, cuddles, dismantles, 
modifies, adapts to the needs, 
studies 

shades of color, with a sculptural 
approach. His work is done only 
when he is satisfied with what he sees 
and when his hand can gently touch 
the whole's harmony. This is when he 

feels he has reached his personal goal: create 
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a new and unique bicycle. This is the creative 

approach that makes Luca's bicycles one-offs. 

The result is thrilling and fascinating. Luca is 
capable of creating an object which both 
transmits beauty during the bike ride and slows 
down the march of time. An interesting object 
which transmits the joy of feeling happy, of 
feeling the uniqueness of the bicycle and of 
oneself: a rare luxury. 

With his vision, Luca Agnelli keeps on 

searching for new shapes such as sidecars, 
tandems, tricycles and designing the perfect 
leather accessories perusing -as he likes to 
state- “working and creating, the unattainable 
perfection” 
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Aurora Pens 
 

Aurora, a leading brand in the production and 
sale of writing instruments, luxury leather 
goods, watches and paper, was founded in 
Turin in 1919. Throughout its history the 
company remained strongly linked to the 
values that have made it an international 
market leader: 
the passion for 
beauty and style, 
along with a 
commitment to 
quality up to the 
refined detail.  

HERITAGE 
“MADE IN 
ITALY” The 
company has 
leaded the 
development of 
writing 
instruments as a historical Piemontese factory, 
always maintaining the right balance between 
artisan craftsmanship and technology and 
creating unique products. Production phases 
managed by computerized processes come up 
beside other steps performed according to the 
traditional methods used by master 
goldsmiths. The choice of precious metals and 
materials (gold, silver, mother of pearl, rubies, 
etc.) makes every pen a real jewel.  

The Verona family, which leads the company, 
has been involved in writing business for more 
than four generations. Today Aurora is the only 
authentic Italian brand in the sector. It has a 
single production plant in Turin covering an 
area of 10,000 square meters and it employs 
more than 50 people.  

AN INTERNATIONAL BRAND  

Aurora is a byword for Italian excellence in the 
field of luxury goods, a brand that gained 

international recognition and acclaim in more 
than 50 countries around the world. Exports 
represent 70% of the company’s annual 
turnover: Europe, Asia, Middle East and the 
emerging economies in the Far East are an 
important opportunity for Aurora. 

In Italy over 100 new 
Corners and Shop in 
Shop have recently 
been inaugurated.  

Today the size and 
structure of the 
company assure the 
flexibility, by which 
Aurora is able to 
react to the market 
changes with the 
utmost speed and to 
meet the needs of an 

increasingly diversified and demanding 
clientele.  

THE CULT OF BEAUTY  

An ongoing commitment to develop leading-
edge design solutions and to establish 
partnerships with internationally-acclaimed 
designers have enabled Aurora to write 
important pages in the history of design.  

In 1947 Marcello Nizzoli created the famous 
“88”; with over 7 million pieces sold, this 
classic writing instrument is still produced 
today.  

In 1970 Marco Zanuso designed the HASTIL for 
Aurora. This streamlined fountain pen in 
diamond-cut eco-steel was the first writing 
instrument to be exhibited at the MOMA in 
New York, where it is currently on show, 
alongside other symbols of Italian design.  

COLLECTIONS  
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Aurora addresses to a discerning public, 
people who demand high standards and have 
a taste for fashion, but at the same time are 
looking for high quality and timeless style.  

WRITING INSTRUMENTS  

The pen (fountain pen, ballpoint pen, roller ball 
pen, mechanical pencil) has moved on from 
being a sole functional writing tool, to become 
an elegant and refined accessory, an 
unmistakable sign reflecting its owner’s 
personality, a luxury detail in everyday life. In 
striving to meet the requirements of each and 
every one of its customers, Aurora offers a 
range of different nibs, plus special nibs for left-
handed writers.  

Aurora’s prestigious limited and numbered 
editions are dedicated to collectors from all 
around the world. Precious, unique objects 
celebrating the history of the company or 
leading figures in Italian history: Cristoforo 
Colombo, Giulio Cesare, Dante Alighieri, 
Leonardo da Vinci, Giuseppe Verdi, Umberto 
Nobile, Andrea Palladio and many more.  

LEATHER GOODS  

The Torino, Firenze, Roma, Milano and 
exclusive Cocco series (crocodile authentic 

leather) together with pens, make perfect 
coupling for all writing passionate.  

A range of superior class accessories for all 
occasions: briefcases, bags, wallets and purses, 
pen pouches, desk accessories, organizers, 
diaries and key-holders. High quality and 

exclusive collections with attention to detail 
and finishes.  

PAPER  

The new Ars Scribendi collection: Scripta, 
Memorandum, Post Scriptum, Alphabetum, 
pistolarium, Inter Nos, are the instruments 
which allow to rediscover the pleasure of 
writing, taking notes, jotting down your 
thoughts, on high quality paper. Millennium is 
the valuable box produced in a limited and 
numbered edition and crafted according to the 
tradition of the 15th century Amalfi paper-
makers. The set includes writing paper, 
envelopes and precious accessories.  

WATCHES  

Since only a few years Aurora has extended its 
know-how to the chronograph watches world, 
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with a stylish collection for men and women, 
joined by an exclusive limited edition.  

Consistent with the brand’s traditional values, 
the product line stands out for the reliability of 
the mechanism and for Italian craftsmanship. 
The collection consists of five models all with 
quartz movement, steel case and leather strap. 
For those with a passion for precious 

accessories, Aurora offers an exclusive model 
in a limited and numbered edition with 25-ruby 
automatic movement.  

A variety of finishing, materials and colors that 
accent today’s fashion.  

This year Aurora created a new attractive line 
with a modern look in design and materials.  
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Biciclette Cigno 
 

Being simple is the 
most difficult thing 
for those who are 
born special. 
Creativity and 
attention to detail 
are the secret of 
Cigno, a unique and 
inimitable Bicycle. 

High-end products 
in the cycling sector 
have always been 
dedicated to 
running and 
competitions. Then 
there is Cigno. A collection of hand-made 
bicycles made in a traditional way, cared for 
down to the smallest detail, which since the 
market debut have revolutionized the way of 
conceiving urban mobility, the bicycle as a 
means of transport and of course the unique 
and inimitable style. 

Cigno Bicycles are in fact a concentration of 
materials of the highest quality, so much so that 
the high degree of craftsmanship imposes 
limited and all numbered production volumes 
on the company. 
Technology and 
elegance at the 
service of those in 
search of original 
and performing 
products that do not 
follow trends but 
dictate them and 
remain immortal 
over time. Simple 
and fascinating in 
their retro style, 
seductive in form but functional in substance, 
Cigno bicycles are the ideal choice for those 

who want to move 
with style and 
personality in the 
city, by the sea or 
in the 
countryside. 

The frame, made 
of high quality 
tempered steel, 
is made precious 
by a thick chrome 
plating made 
entirely by hand 
and welded, 

ennobled by 
conjunctions in the 1950s. The latest-
generation accessories applied to the bicycle, 
strictly made of aluminum, refer to the original 
ones, helping to keep the bikes light and giving 
them an agile and fluid ride. Leather and 
leather, crafted with artisan skill, which from the 
prized Brooks saddle to the knobs, guarantee 
a comfortable and particularly pleasant driving 
experience. Finally, the original Cigno padlock 
and newspaper holder embellish bicycles with 
a touch of class. Clean and essential lines that 

make Cigno an elegant 
design bicycle, a 
perfect future vintage 
mix, essential and 
exclusive, with an 
unparalleled charm. 

But the most precious 
thing of Cigno is 
undoubtedly its 
history: a strong and so 
great passion to 
transform the Cigno 
padlocks into bicycles 

that have been protecting for over 60 years. 
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The Cigno brand was born in 1952, impressed 
since then on most of the bicycle padlocks on 
the frame. Born in Treviso and owned by the 
Dalla Pace family, it was used until 2000, the 
year in which the production of Cigno padlocks 
was questioned and finally suspended due to 
too high costs and a global market intoxicated 
by production and consumption prices always 
lower. Due to the high degree of 
craftsmanship, which requires limited 
production volumes and all numbered, the 
Cigno padlocks soon become a real object of 
desire. 

In 2006 the company was then taken over by 
the Bernardi brothers and the Romagna brand 
BRN Bike Parts, with an ambitious project to re-
launch the Brand: transferring their many years 
of experience to the world of two wheels to 
create a unique and inimitable bicycle. Thus 
was born, in 2007, the first collection of high-

end Cigno bikes that immediately stood out on 
the market for the retro style interpreted in a 

contemporary key, for the assembly process 
made entirely by hand by Italian artisans and 
for the obsessive attention to the details that 
make each Cigno bicycle a unique piece, of 
prized value. The place where Cigno bicycles 
and padlocks are designed today is 

Forlimpopoli, in the heart 
of Romagna, in a structure 
that houses craftsmen 
specialized in welding, 
chrome plating, finishing 
and assembly of all the 
components that make a 
simple bicycle a Cigno 
bicycle. 
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Baxter 
 

From an infinite passion for what is beautiful 
and really painstaking, the company sets itself 
the objective of conveying emotions within 
each one of its creations. With a strong family 
component running through its DNA, Baxter 
has built its personal identity upon seeking and 
preserving craft excellences bound to the 
territorial tradition, rediscovering and revaluing 
masteries almost forgotten and weaving them 
together skillfully with a continuous 
research. 

There is just one main star in this tale, 
leather. Entrusted from the very 
outset 

to master tanners, keepers of ancient 
traditions, it is skillfully worked: 
mainly in its original thickness and 
tint with natural anilines, in complete 
respect of its intrinsic properties. 
Moreover, we pay particular 
attention to the Eco sustainability 
and, as an ISO 14001 certificated 
company, we bring about 
production logics that minimize the 
environmental impact. Culture, 
quality and ethics: this is the 
combination thanks to which the leather is 
transformed into the fine and unique raw 
material of the industry, symbol of Baxter’s 
excellence.  

Personal attention is the belief that 
distinguishes any aspect of Baxter’s activity and 
production. Every production process has a 
very high manual component, allowing to have 
a careful control on each single detail. The 
highly customized production is done at order 
only and takes into account the specific 
requirements of the customer. Thus a total 
experience begins, complete and exciting, 

able to close in completely upon who chooses 
Baxter. 

With this in mind, every single product is a 
direct and tangible expression of our 
philosophy. We leave the strong natural 
component of the leather intact and unaltered, 
which offers a specific design to each single 
piece and, together with great breathability, 

guarantees the maximum comfort to the 
products which it is used for. We have a high 
level of manual production, enhanced by a 
singular artistic blend. All this contributes to 
giving life to a unique and irreproducible piece, 
every single time. 

The end result of Baxter’s creative process is 
not confined to a single product, but takes 
shape in the overall vision defined by stylistic 
and color combinations, which amplify the 
guidelines of the company. A product can be 
placed into different contexts thanks to the 
many creative options we have, creating each 
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time the desired atmosphere. We think of 
spaces as places with a story to be told and to 
which we give a voice by blending designs, 
colors and finishes, materials and objects. 

A precious raw material, along with our open 
propensity towards innovation and research, 
allows us to emphasize the free expression of 
great creative spirits of design that create 
projects based not only on form, but also on 
experimentation expanded to the use of 
different materials, accepting new challenges 
and setting new objectives. From past to the 
present, the designers linked to Baxter are: 
Draga&Aurel, Roberto Lazzeroni, Piero Lissoni, 
Giuseppe Manzoni, Marco Milisich, Paola 
Navone, Federico Peri, Hagit Pincovici, Pietro 
Russo, Antonino Sciortino, Studio Pepe, 
Matteo Thun and Antonio Rodríguez. 

Combining traditional wisdom and artistic 
cutting-edge, mixing colors and materials, 
going beyond simple production of an item by 
seeking to tell a story with different nuances all 
the time: this has contributed to characterizing 
the eclectic and heterogeneous Baxter’s 

collections. In facts, different details and 
features can be customized, such as the color 
and the leather type for the piping, the choice 
of the thread used for the stitching or the finish 
of the metal feet and frame. These are all 
aspects that guarantee great space to 
creativity, making you find infinite 
combinations that allow you to create a 
personal style in which you can recognize 
yourself fully. 

You cannot know where you are going unless 
you know where you have come from. While it 
is true that Baxter has among its strong points 
a past history made of traditions and solid 
cultural roots, it is also true that it has been able 
to transport this history to the present day, 
maintaining manual dexterity and attention to 
customers in a world that it increasingly 

industrialized and impersonal. Its constant 
attention to creative design and the energies 
dedicated to research contribute to 
determining its extremely recognizable style, 
able to withstand the passing of time. 
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Montegrappa 
 

“The privilege to own a Montegrappa pen, the 
luxury of designing a unique version in the 
world”. 

On the banks of the River Brenta, in one of the 
most fascinating part of Bassano del Grappa, is 
a historic building that houses the oldest Italian 
manufacturer of writing instruments. Founded 
in 1912 as a manufacturer of pens in gold and 
fountain pens, Montegrappa soon became 
famous for the elegance of his creations and 
their superb craftsmanship. Among the first 
enthusiastic ambassadors of the Bassanese 
brand there were two illustrious American 
writers, Ernest Hemingway and John Dos 
Passos, both ambulance drivers, volunteers at 
the front, who lived in the Venetian town in the 
years of World War I and used Montegrappa 
pens to write letters, articles and diaries that 
made them famous throughout the world. 

Over the years, Montegrappa has 
distinguished itself for the accurate value of 

handicrafts. The style and design of its 
products preserve all the beauty of handmade 
in Italy and express with determination the 
drive for innovation and the search for perfect 
forms. The Montegrappa collections include 
fountain pens, roller and ball pens produced in 
limited series, made entirely by hand, in gold 
and silver, such as Queen a night at the Opera 
that celebrates the virtuosity and spectacularity 
of one of the most established groups in the 
history of rock or moon landing, developed in 
collaboration with NASA for the 50th 
anniversary of the moon landing, which 
reproduces in miniature the famous Apollo 
spacecraft 11, a true "pocket rocket" for fans 
of technology and space. 

 

Whether it is to write a thought, sign a 
dedication, sign an important agreement, 
Montegrappa pens are intended for men who 
love to stand out and declare their personality 

in 
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every detail. Especially since today the 
manufacturer makes it possible to build a pen 
in its own image and likeness. With its 
Configurator, the first in the world destined for 
writing instruments, the historic workshop of Ca 
'Erizzo opens its doors offering the absolute 
privilege of telling its own passion, like that for 
the sea, creating an original, unique version of 
the Montegrappa pen. 

With a few simple steps, assisted by a 
rendering program that shows in real time and 
in high definition every change made, from 
your PC but also from your smartphone, you 
can define every detail of the pen, selecting 
materials, finishes and colors for eight different 
components of your writing instrument. You 
can choose from the complete range of colors 
of the legendary celluloid collection kept at the 

Bassano del Grappa plant, or create your pen 
with precious woods, engraved precious 
metals, carbon fiber or ivory, perhaps 
combining it with the fittings of your yacht. 
Once the order is sent, the master craftsmen of 
Montegrappa will give shape to your dreams 
by making your pen by hand, with the ability 
that makes them the best in the industry. In just 
seven days the Montegrappa pen will be ready 
and will be sent, wherever you are, inside a 
refined walnut casket embellished with a 
plaque on which your name is engraved. 

"Free man, you will always love the sea" wrote 
Baudelaire in his Flowers of Evil; and you will 
be able to tell it, we will add, if you have your 
Montegrappa pen in your hands. 
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Trona Arredamento 

Leader in the field of outdoor furniture, Trona 
was born in 2006 from the intuition of designer 
and entrepreneur Christian Tamburinelli, of 
Bluestar Fashion Design. Born in Pesaro on 7 
March 1975 and graduated from the State 
Institute of Art Mengaroni in the Furnishing and 
Architecture section, thanks to his passion for 
Design and fashion, in 1995, he began to 
follow the design and planning of living in the 
family business.  

Through a careful and constant search for 
innovative and quality raw materials, he finds 
inspiration during one of the many visits to the 
Salone del Mobile in Milan: the meeting with a 
supplier that shows him a new floating material 
is revealed as the key to inspiration. The idea 
was born to develop a collection of high-end 
outdoor and indoor furnishings, giving birth to 
the undisputed protagonist of the brand, the 
TRONA armchair: a patented product for 
industrial invention, totally cut and sewn by 
hand, covered with materials used in the 
nautical sector for the cushions of yachts and 
mega yachts. Trona is the only design armchair 
that you know where to place inside and 
outside the water: from an elegant armchair out 
of the water thanks to its original Plexiglas 
base, on which it is possible to store it, it turns 
into a luxurious floating sun lounger. The Trona 
armchair, thanks to its versatility, allows you to 
change style and shape according to your 

preferences: Opened is a refined and safe 
floating armchair, folded and inserted into its 
base, it is a customizable furnishing element for 
any type of environment. A unique patented 
product in the world that does not contain air 
and is not inflatable, thus guaranteeing 
practicality and resistance at the same time. 

The TRONA armchair is perfect when 
combined with exclusive floating bars and 
tables: furnishing elements designed for 
cocktail parties and happy hours on the water. 
Thanks to the special perforated Plexiglas 
plate, the TRONA floating bars hold bottles 
with ice and glasses in complete safety, without 
the risk of toppling over. These products adapt 
to any space while maintaining their quality 
over time: from the pool to the whirlpool, from 
the sea to the yacht. 

The TRONA collection, handcrafted in the 
Marche region, is in demand all over the world: 
from Australia, to Dubai, through the United 
States where recently the media company Cbs 
Interactive ordered a supply with floating 
armchairs and bars in the same shape as their 
own brand name. Today the offer is divided 
into four collections; to the TRONA line are 
added three other collections and a whole 
series of products created for wellness centers, 
such as the Fitness Eye seat and the Onda and 
Duna relaxation loungers, with a sophisticated 
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design that aims to ensure maximum comfort 

without sacrificing elegance and 
luxury.  

 

The Softrona collection is instead an ideal 
furnishing line for setting up indoor and 
outdoor living rooms and includes a wide 
selection of sofas, armchairs, coffee tables and 
ottomans. The Diamond collection also 
includes elements with a unique and futuristic 
line: poufs and coffee tables made of Skai or 
other outdoor fabrics, ideal for setting up 
gardens and outdoor living areas for large 

yachts. Do not forget the non-floating 
furnishing line included in the Cloud collection 
which includes a wide range of cushions, sofas 
and armchairs to guarantee the support of the 
body while remaining soft and enveloping 
available in various sizes and colors, handmade 
with certified materials, guaranteed for 
resistance to scratches, water and wear 
resistance.  

All Trona signed accessories are packaged 
with materials from the nautical sector, chosen 
for their resistance to atmospheric agents, and 
processed to offer maximum comfort and 
design, so as to have been chosen to furnish 
outdoor and indoor environments of high 
locations level such as the Monaco Yacht Club, 
some Four Seasons chain hotels, the Abu 
Dhabi Ritz-Carlton and the Uruguayan Ibiza 
Beach Hotel, to name but a few, but also from 
boatyards like Feadship, Oceanco, Sanlorenzo 
yachts, Turquoise Yachts and Anvera. 

Specialized shipyards in designer maxi ribe 
where the wells are conceived as beach 
beaches dedicated exclusively to relaxation 
and convivial, complete with walls that can be 
demolished to expand the living surface. 
 
All TRONA products can be customized in size, 
color and logo. 
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"TRONA is the true innovation to enhance 
luxury environments and exclusive contexts. 
Our company stands out from the others for 
the quality and craftsmanship with which it 
makes its products. All our collections are 
conceived, designed and handmade in Italy 
with precious materials. " 

OUTDOOR OF DESIGN 

Outdoor dreamy need unique and exclusive 
furnishing accessories. The TRONA articles, 
totally "HandmadeinItaly", reflect the high 

quality of the materials used and the total 
craftsmanship care for every detail. The 
company was founded in 2006, creating a 
floating armchair covered in nautical eco-
leather and patented for industrial invention. 

AUTHOR ROLE: Christian Tamburinelli, CEO 
of BLUESTAR Fashion Design, designer and 
inventor of floating products, patented for 
industrial invention and the TRONA brand 
since 2006. 
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Pugnale 
Born in 1973, Emanuele Pugnale is the beating 
heart of the Company, he founded Pugnale in 
2013 with the desire to join his strong 
background in the high-tech precision 
mechanic field, together with his creative and 
unconventional style. Emanuele Pugnale has 
always been a mechanicaddicted, making his 
first creation when was still a kid. He grew with 
a strong passion in exploring and even going 
beyond the technological limits, bypassing the 
ordinary. His passion leaded to the opening of 
his first company in 2003, importing and 
distributing the best metalworking machineries 
for notorious Italian manufacturing companies. 
In 2013 Emanuele founded Pugnale, and from 
that moment he is fully dedicated to research 
and develop of new projects, looking 
continuously at new ways to match precision 
mechanics technology with fashion. One of the 
best skills is the technology transfer from 
aerospace and biomedical applications to the 
eyewear industry. Eclectic, creative and 
visionary; in love with his Country, Italy, and 
with revolutionary ideas 

SARTORIAL HANDMADE IN ITALY 

Pugnale deepest mission is to recover the 
craftsmanship belonging to the first eyewear 
factories born in the north east of Italy since the 
beginning of the last century, a perfect mixture 

between past and future. All Pugnale 
productions are exclusively hand made in Italy, 
thanks to a selected network of suppliers, 
which, unlike the case of other companies, 
comes from the eyewear as well as from the 
medical, automotive and aerospace fields. This 
allows us to obtain different kinds of 
productions with exclusive technology 
transfers. All our eyewear are hand finished and 
inspected in our laboratories by our skilled 
staff. Emanuele Pugnale in partnership with 
Ermanno Scervino fashion house, designed a 
revolutionary eyewear: for the first time in the 
world of the eyewear history real fur mink has 
been sewn by hand on the frame. Our artisans, 
in collaboration with the Italian fashion house 
Tagliatore create an iconic eyewear. Precious 
silks handwoven all over the front part of the 
frame, plated with pink gold coatings, gives 
birth to a piece of Italian handmade glasses. 
Thanks to this exclusive handcrafted approach 
and combination between precious metals 
mixed with fabrics, we created a representative 
eyewear concept that obtained a worldwide 
copyright©. 

"PUGNALE presents AUDREY, an exclusive 
luxury capsule collection designed by New 
York based architect Hani Rashid and 
developed forAudrey Tritto and her lifestyle 
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and luxury blog “Audreyworldnews” 

Hani Rashid, a world-renowned visionary 
architect, has collaborated with Pugnale to 
produce three exclusive frames – two distinct 
sunglass frames and one optical glass frame – 
which are creative expressions that celebrate 
the uncanny aspects of beauty and grace.  

Sculptural, dynamic and an emblem of limitless 
originality, the Fiano model is distinguished by 
the sinuous weave on the front of the frame, 
which creates a 3D optical effect. The structure, 
while metal and double galvanic, is delicate at 
the temples the acetate earpiece elegantly 
produces a unique profile of incomparable 
lightness. Contemporary in spirit, the Persan 
model stands out due to its strong character 
and a silhouette that challenges the concepts 
of geometry the acetate front is faceted like a 
precious stone, unique and irregular. Bold and 
dominate, the temples of this frame create a 
substantial impact, with classic black acetate 
ear tips mirroring the color of the front. Hi-tech 
and iconic, the front of the Arilla frame is 
characterized by a complex matrix of 
perforations, a staple of Hani Rashid’s studio 
Asymptote's unique design approach. The 
steel structure of the frame includes precious 
gold-plated, galvanized inserts standing out in 
contrast with the silver color of the metal. The 
leather terminals, loyal to Pugnale’s history, 
elegantly attest to the Italian craftsmanship. All 
items in the capsule collection AUDREY Hani 
Rashid for Pugnale come with ZEISS lenses and 
are presented in a unique packaging also 
designed by Hani Rashid and inspired by a very 
particular attitude to form making and 

architecture, in which geometric and irregular 
facets give shape to an art form of enigma and 
spatial provocation." 

DIAMOND LIMITED EDITION 

Pugnale launch CUBICO model with an 
extremely innovative lavoration. Portion of real 
diamond that until yesterday, by limit of size, 
were used exclusively for industrial 
applications. Today, we can applythem directly 
on metal to create the ultimate sparkling 
texture, for a total of 13,85 carats. These 
diamonds can be submitted to thermal 
excursions of -10 and +160, do not suffer the 
vibrations and they don’t present conditions of 
deterioration over time. These natural 
diamonds can be applied without the normal 
embedding of the diamond that affects in high 
way on production costs. 

LIMITED EDITION: FOLLY 

Folly is realized in harmonic steel, a technical 
and light material that immediately identifies 
Pugnale’s soul. Nose pads are in ceramic, an 
material dear to the history of Venetian masks. 
Acetate temples tips have been used for a 
maximum comfort and flexibility. The frame is 
embellished with certified crystals Swarovski to 
recall the craftsmanship of the Murano glass 
used to decor masks and jewels. Thanks to the 
color chosen for its lenses, a shade of violet, 
Folly gives that kind of mystery, sensuality and 
magical madness, that perfectly matches with 
this year’s theme of “Il Ballo del Doge” : “The 
Magnificent Ephemeral – In Praise Of Team, 
Folly and Sin “. 
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Pavyro 
 

"Pavyro", elegance comes on board. 

"Pavyro" is a Syracusan company specializing 
in the processing of the papyrus plant. 
Elegance, refinement and comfort are the 3 
commandments that distinguish its products. 
The jewel in the crown of this Italian reality are 
the floors and coverings designed and 
designed for yachts, hotel suites and for classy 
environments. 

Elegance, refinement and comfort but also a 
surprising resistance. The extraordinary 
entrepreneurial project of its creator, Carmelo 
Valente, has very deep roots in ingenuity and 
passion for his land. The papyrus in fact, unlike 
what can be thought of, is cultivated and 
worked in Syracuse since 1781 and today from 
the simple processing of artifacts and 
parchments it has come to realize entire floors 

and coatings of all kinds. 

"It took years of experimentation and 
continuous research in the field of 
unconventional furniture in order to arrive at a 

result that today makes us proud of our 
products." every single tile is different from 
each other due to the strictly artisan 
construction technique. 

Looking closely at the floor, we notice that 
there is no resemblance between the various 
"tiles" thanks to the different coloring given by 
the oxidation of the plant. The production 
technique presents a work of very high 
precision as the thin strips of papyrus are 
placed on top of each other and put under 
press so that at the end of the process a flexible 
but very resistant papyrus sheet is obtained. 

A really tempting feature is presented by the 
possibility of further customizing the various 
tiles with hand-painted decorations or mixed 
techniques between decoupage and mosaic by 
overlapping pieces of oxidized papyrus (dark) 
with light papyrus. The coloration that this 
product takes as the natural reflection of light 

enhances the chromaticity that ranges from 
ivory to ocher and then converges on the burnt 
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Sienna to a warm brown. Finally, the surface of 
the floor is smooth and very comfortable to the 
touch, to the point that it is also ideal for 
walking barefoot, a remarkable detail for a 
boat. 

The doubts about the resistance to highly 
corrosive environments such as those in the sea 
are dispelled by the CE certification 
(https://www.pavyro.it/catalogo/) which 
certifies all the conformity of the case. In fact, 
the floor is produced on a birch base and only 
then is covered by the papyrus sheet specially 
treated with a water-resistant fireproof paint. 

In addition to the floor, papyrus sheets are also 
used to coat any desired surface or to make 
lamps and objects of various types and for this 
we recommend you visit the website: 
www.papiro.it.  
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Paoli 
"When luxury meets timeless elegance". Seven 
words that describe the soul of the Tuscan 
brand Paoli, born in 2017 from the idea of 
Alessio Paoli that in his philosophy blends five 

concepts: Made in Italy, Craftsmanship, Luxury, 
Art and Style, creating handbags and suitcases 
considered works inimitable art. 

A new definition of luxury is the one that 
Alessio carries on with his collections. Aware of 
the current market, he knows that it is not 
enough to offer a sophisticated design and 
precious materials, but it is strictly necessary to 
pamper customers, create items that meet the 
most varied needs. 

All this represents the essence of true Paoli 
luxury. 

Definition that finds its material representation 
in the collections of the brand, where the 
reinterpretation of the journey is the leitmotif 
of models that recall that retro atmosphere full 
of timeless elegance. 

The artist was born in the heart of Tuscany, 
since he was very young he was fascinated by 
the great masters of fashion and by everything 
concerning luxury and the niche sector. 

With dynamism and professionalism, he 
pursues the dream of bringing his brand to 
high levels, introducing new ideas every day, 

using new technologies, always respecting the 
environment, to create objects of rare 
exceptionality. 

One of his greatest inspirations is "the idea of 
travel", born from the need to want to recreate 
a retro atmosphere, to reproduce in a modern 
key travel items from the past. 

A world where tradition and modernity, style 
and elegance, craftsmanship and luxury go 
hand in hand. 

This is how his first wonderful creations are 
born: trunks, suitcases, beauty cases, travel 
sets, which he personally follows in all the steps 
of the production process, with meticulousness 
in line with the real "hand made in Italy", 
considered worldwide synonymous with high 
quality, originality and style. 

Italy and Italian brands have a huge advantage 
over the competition: being surrounded by 
wonder. 

It is not just about products, but a philosophy, 
excellence and a lifestyle where creativity and 
know-how highlight Italy in the eyes of the 
world. 

The PAOLI brand makes this concept its own 
and transmits it to its creations to protect Italian 
craftsmanship and to make it last over time. 

The Mini Bauletto collection stems from the 
desire to recreate a miniaturized version of the 
historic luggage, used at the end of the 
nineteenth century by all travelers and 
adventurers in the world. 

Thus was born a line of mini bags with a retro 
taste, but at the same time glamorous, ideal to 
have the essential always at hand in the most 
special evenings. 

All the models have been handcrafted and with 
many hours of work, this gives an invaluable 
added value to make them unique in their 
being. 
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The collaboration with one of the most 
important Milanese showrooms has now 
begun, where it receives excellent feedback on 
sales in the global market. The second 
collection sees an extension of the first, with 
the inclusion of new materials and new models 
such as mini hatbox Paolina, Grace, Monaco 
and Victoria and the collaboration with the 
award-winning Australian artist Sarah Hickey, 
demonstrating how fashion can meet art. 

At the same time, he was noticed by a talent 
scout of the National Chamber of Italian 
Fashion and selected to participate in Scenario 
during Mipel 2019 as one of the four best 
young emerging designers and also selected 
to participate in the Showcase event of July 
2019 organized by Altaroma. 

The common thread continues with the 
presentation of the new Audrey model, a more 
essential and linear version of the mini glam 
bag, created to offer a further alternative to the 
client with more classic tastes. Each creation 
can be customized thanks to "Made to 
Measure", a service dedicated to completely 
custom-made manufacturing, combining 
traditional craftsmanship with sartorial 
knowledge and using high quality materials. 

In detail, the customer can choose: 

• External skin color 

• Color of internal suede 

• Color of accessories 

• Engraving of one's name on a plaque 

• Hot stamping of your initials on the 
leather name door. 

"Made to Measure" in addition to handbags is 
also available for furnishing accessories such 
as: 

• Bauli Wardrobe 

• Bauli Bar 

• Jewel bauli 

• Bauli bedside table 

• Luxury clothes 

• and for caskets: 

• Beauty case 

• Vanity case 
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• Jewellery houses 

• Watches houses 

• Humidor case 

• Whisky case 

• Champagne houses 

To date, it is no longer enough to offer the 
finest materials and sophisticated design, but 
we must go against the most varied customer 
requirements in order to be able to satisfy all 
their requests in the best way. 

Customizing and engraving your initials are just 
some of the possibilities of the PAOLI "Made 
to Measure" service that allows you to create 
unique objects designed to fulfill every wish, 
even that of the most demanding customer. 

By visiting the website 
www.paolimadeinitaly.com the customer can 
request his own personalization simply by 
sending an email to the Paoli customer care 
info@paolimadeinitaly.com 
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About 
 

About Srl, was born on 7 November 2018, from 
a dream cultivated by Alberini Stefano 
together with his father, Alberini Pietro in the 
years 2007/2010. Offer unique socks for quality 
and traditional craftsmanship. 

The project is cultivated within the family 
business (active since 1958), but unfortunately 
in 2010 Pietro became ill and in 2015 he died, 
the project temporarily stopped, and then 
reborn between 2015 and 2016 thanks to three 
people, each with his first job, Marco Frignani, 
Stefano Barca, as partners, and Marco Alberini 
as Company Administrator and true 
operational manager of the entire project. 

All together to do three things: to revive the 
project, to create a society that goes beyond 
the mere profit in favor of the common good, 
high quality and well-being. 

Thus was born the About Socks brand, which 
aims to offer products of true and original 
Made in Italy, produced by some small artisan 
workshops where artisan families work with 
tradition and high quality unique products, 
mostly hand-looped, with the best fabrics and 
best workmanship. An Italian Product with an 
Italian Packaging, made by a true Italian 
Production (with small numbers), with all the 
Italian artisanal and never industrial Passion in 
full Slow Wear style in strong contrast with the 
prevailing waste culture. 

The stockings About Socks seek to create a 
magical alchemy of tradition, craftsmanship, 
high quality, attention to the land, young 

people and the common good. A product that 
stands out for its refined, high-quality yarns, 
small-laboratory work, finding a higher goal for 
the territories and people. From this passion for 
the common good concrete projects of 
involvement of young people are born, of 
Onlus, Mantovano cancer institute, local 
caritas, Filmar the largest European cotton 
producer, various schools and design 
academies. Stockings only for men, which 
combine the knowledge of the district of the 
stocking between Mantua and Brescia, of the 
ancient knowledge in the processing of fabrics 
in the territory of Polirone (in the sixteenth 
century in the cloister of San Simeone the 
fabrics were worked for the Monastery of San 
Benedetto Po).  A group of professionals of the 
high quality of exclusivity, a great passion for 
good Made in Italy craftsmanship of small 
businesses, a promise of well-being. 

The desire to bring Italian passion and know-
how abroad. The desire to share the beauty 
and well-being of the true Italian life style. 

Quality of life and well-being, we call it About 
Socks. Passion for high quality Made in Italy. 
Passion for people and for the common good. 
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Yachting Experience 

The sea is one of the most important elements of human life. 

Living it to the fullest and respecting it means being in harmony with the world 
around us. 
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Aladar Sail 
Aladar Sail is a sailboat charter company in 
Tuscany, founded and run by a group of friends 
with a passion for sailing and the sea. Care in 
the maintenance of sailboats and the will to 
satisfy our customers are our main 
characteristics. 

We offer rental of monohulls and catamarans 
from the port 
of Marina di 
Scarlino in the 
heart of 
Tuscany, 
privileged 
base to start 
your cruise 
around the 
Tuscan 
Archipelago, 
Corsica and 
Sardinia. 

Great news 
for the 2020 
season, Aladar Sail after 16 years of activity in 
Tuscany opens a new base in Sardinia: Aladar 
Sail’s base will be in Cannigione, in front of 
Maddalena Archipelago. 

Cannigione will 
host fleet of 
CATAMARANS 
that will be 
available for 
your cruises: 
five BALI 4.1 
catamarans and 
three 
NAUTITECH 46 
FLYs. 

In the middle of 
Costa Smeralda 
hundreds of 

marvelous bay will be downwind for you. 

Easy to reach: it is only 30 km from Olbia airport 
and 28 km from the ferry terminal. An easy bus 
service connects it to the capital, or we can 
arrange convenient private transfers with 
professional service. 

Ideal starting point! 

To the north, 
the Costa 

Smeralda 
awaits you, 
only 4 miles 
from Caprera, 
7 miles from 
Porto Cervo,8 
miles from the 

Maddalena 
archipelago, 

Budelli at 13 
miles, Lavezzi 
at 17 miles as 
Santa Teresa 

di Gallura and Bonifacio at 23 miles. 

Heading south is Tavolara at 22 miles and 
Punta Aldia at 33 miles. 

ONE WAYS 
CRUISE will 
be possible 
between the 
bases. 

Some 
catamaran will 
be available 
also from 
Marina di 

Scarlino, 
contact us for 
details. 
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A jewel in the heart of Sardinia (Costa 
Smeralda). 

Easy to reach: it is 2 km from the 
Olbia airport, and 5 km from the ferry 
terminal. 

◦ “Julia” – Nautitech 46 

◦ “Gelmar” – Nautitech 46 

◦ “Fiammetta” – Nautitech 46 

◦ “Dafne” – Bali 4.1 

◦ “Aurora” – Bali 4.1 

◦ “Layla” – Bali 4.1 

◦ “Enya” – Bali 4.1 

◦ “Alba” – Bali 4.1 

Marina di Scarlino Base Fleet. A few 
miles from Elba and the other islands 
of the Tuscan archipelago, it is an 
ideal starting point for cruises to 
Corsica and Sardinia. 

It is located at the foot of the 
medieval village of Scarlino, and is 
easily accessible using the ordinary road 
system. 

The nearest airports are Pisa, Florence and 
Rome. 

A few minutes from the Follonica Station. 

◦ “Stella” – Dufour 520 Grand Large 

◦ “Bianca” – Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 519 

◦ “Aladar” – Bavaria 50 Cruiser 

◦ “Anthea” – Oceanis 48 

◦ “Calipso” – Oceanis 50 Family 

◦ “Hadriel” – Bavaria 49 Hadriel 

◦ “Asia” – Dufour 460 Gran Large 

◦ “Azzurra” – Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 479 

◦ “Idra” – Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 469 

◦ “Gaia” – Beneteau Oceanis 45 

◦ “Luna Piena” – Beneteau Oceanis 45 

◦ “Zoe” – Beneteau Oceanis 46 

◦ “Cloe” – Bavaria 45 Cruiser 

◦ “Tiresia” – Bavaria 45 Cruiser 

◦ “Talia” – Hanse 415 

◦ “Afrodite” – Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 43 

◦ “Nepa” – Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 37 

◦ “Jack” – Elan 434 Impression 
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ISYL Foundation 
“SYL Foundation with the Tuscan shipyards for 
the training and development of the future 
professionals in yachting”. 

Azimut | Benetti, Cantieri Navali Codecasa, 
Overmarine Group, Perini Navi and Rossinavi 
alongside the ISYL Foundation to support the 
training of new sea professionals. 

5 leading international shipyards support the 
ISYL Foundation in promoting the training of 
future 
professionals in the 
nautical world. A 
further 
demonstration, by 
the big names of 
the Tuscan 
production hub, of 
the attention that 
has always been 
paid to the specific 
technical 
preparation of 
young people, for 
the growth of the 
sector. 

The I.S.Y.L. 
Foundation - Italian 
Super Yacht Life – 
with Eng. Vincenzo Poerio as chairman, was 
born in the heart of the Tuscan Nautical District 
in 2015 on a project proposed by NAVIGO, 
center for the innovation and development of 
nautical industry, with the aim of organizing 
highly professional training courses dedicated 
to educating the future professionalism of the 
sector. Thanks to the funding made available 
by the Tuscany Region call POR FSE 2014-
2020, ISYL has already successfully activated 
numerous training courses dedicated to future 
Superyacht Captains, refitters, specialists in the 
logistics of the marinas and ports, interior 

designers and future managers of yachting and 
coastal tourism. 

ITS paths (Higher Technical Institutes) 
represent today, for young graduates and for 
companies, an excellent opportunity to 
approach the world of work and acquire 
knowledge, technical and fundamental skills. 

Azimut | Benetti, Cantieri Navali Codecasa, 
Overmarine Group, Perini Navi and Rossinavi - 

founders and 
supporters of the ISYL 
Foundation - have 
become an active part 
in the ISYL paths with 
the students being 
supported by high 
level technical training 
skills. The common 
objective is to support 
young people with 
specific technical 
training in entering the 
world of work, in a 
context in which the 
companies themselves 
struggle to find 
adequately prepared 
professional figures. 

Together with the shipyards, the ISYL 
Foundation is made up of the following 
founding subjects: Tuscan Higher Technical 
Institutes (IIS “Galilei - Artiglio” Viareggio, IIS  
“Buontalenti Cappellini Orlando” Livorno, ITIS 
“Leonardo da Vinci” Pisa, IS “E. Barsanti” 
Massa, ISISR Del Rosso G. Da Verrazzano Porto 
Santo Stefano), Consorzio Formetica Lucca, 
Confindustria Toscana Nord, Navigo Scarl 
Viareggio, Umana s.p.a. Venice, ISTI - CNR 
Rome, Province of Pisa, Province of Lucca, 
Campus Foundation Studies of the 
Mediterranean Lucca. The following 
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participating subjects are also part of the 
Foundation: Sophia soc. consortile arl Firenze, 
ISI Sandro Pertini Lucca, ISI Marconi Viareggio, 
Terminal Darsena Toscana, Interporto Toscano 
A. Vespucci, Toscana Formazione S.r.l. 
Grosseto, 

Compagnia portuale di Livorno soc. coop. 
Livorno, Studio Sgro Viareggio. 

It is supported by the Italian Yacht Masters 
Superyacht Captains association of Loano, the 
Cassa di Risparmio di Lucca Foundation, the 
Banca del Monte di Lucca Foundation and the 
Giovanisì project of the Tuscany Region. 

STC 2019 COURSE: 

STC 2019 course - SUPERYACHT TRAINING 
CAPTAINS, is the course which has recently 
started (October 2019), dedicated to 25 
students who aspire to become Superyacht 
Captain. 

The 3-year project includes 3,000 hours of 
which 1,200 in-class training and 1,800 hours of 
internships on board. The path alternates 
winter periods in the classroom, laboratory, 
guided visits to periods of work experience 
aboard yachts in the summer, an experience 

that will confront them with the responsibilities 
of their future career. 
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Coordinamento Distretto Nautico del Lazio 
 

The CDNL is designed to support the logistics 
and management of specialized technical 
services in the naval and territorial area of the 
Central-Northern Tyrrhenian with particular 
attention to the environment 

In this perspective, the concept of distribution 
chain management is understood within 
integrated logistics as a new management 
approach in which the individual company 
becomes part of a network of organizational 
entities that integrate their business processes 
to supply products, services and training. The 
transfer of logistics from a subsidiary function 
to a strategic role has been accompanied in 
many companies by a propensity to outsource 
transport and cargo handling activities, 
entrusting to third parties a task that is not part 
of the company's core business, always with 
the aim of ensuring greater flexibility in the 
production structure. 

SPECIALIST SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE 
CDNL 

• Administrations (CP or MTCT-Porto 
Inspectorate) 

• Public Offices (Water Authority, CP, Port 
Authorities, Customs) 

• Technical bodies (RINA, BV) 

• Renewal and endorsement of statutory 
and class certificates 

• Owned passages, declaration by the 
Ship-owner, transcripts on public 
registers of various types of mortgages 
and loans / Leasing 

• Customs practices for embarking and 
disembarking even temporary machinery 

• Definition of minimum armament tables 

• Execution of documentation for CE and 
CE post construction markings for 
pleasure craft 

• State and water space concessions 

• Expert assessments 

• CTP and CTU in various varied legal cases 
relating to the most varied topics 
connected to the world of Shipping and 
Yachting. 

• Evaluation appraisals and consultancy in 
transactions 

• Survey of various types (Condition Survey, 
ON / OFF Hire Survey, Cargo Survey, 
Class Survey, Flag Survey) and in various 
capacities (Individuals, Shipping 
Companies or Owners of Cargo, 
Insurance, P&I Club, Italian and Foreign 
Naval Registers, Administrations of 
Foreign Flag) 
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Sea Tailor 
Sea Tailor was born with the intention of starting a clothing business with a nautical concept, capsule 
collections with limited editions and special materials, dedicated to lovers of the sea and Made in 
Italy. 

Sea tailor is today a small sartorial company specializing in exclusive outerwear made in a small 
workshop in San Felice Circeo (LT). 

The creations are made by two master seamstresses in the laboratory and each jacket is worked 
individually and requires an average of 14/16 hours of work. 

The person who 
chooses to dress Sea 
Tailor is a strong sea 
lover. 

The materials used for 
the first collections are 
in fact neoprene, the 
same used by divers 
to explore the seabed 
and the sailboat 
spinnaker for the 
creation of fully 
waterproof jackets.  

These two materials, 
with their 
characteristics and in 
their numerous 
variations of thickness 
and color, are the core buisness of the brand. 

The search for particular and innovative materials continues, which can respond to aesthetic 
requirements and to certain technical and functional features. 

Each jacket has a unique tailoring path, we can also customize the garments, as our productions are 
not industrial but we like to see them as small works of limited edition. We like to be a niche product 
but above all a product that represents the true Made in Italy, with attention to detail in the first 
place. 

We are working on the release of accessories for clothing made entirely by hand and we will soon 
present on our site and in the stores a two-colored line of bow ties. 

In the last few years we have noticed that accessories have fortunately come back into fashion and 
what better opportunity to work on this project as well? The creative Andrea Postiglione together 
with the seamstresses is in fact engaged in the realization of these in order to present an exclusive 
product. 
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Tailoring is pure art, seeing the workshop where everything is born, develops and finally is packaged 
is a real experience that goes beyond the simple sale of a garment, we like to imagine that it is the 
boss who chooses the person and not the opposite. 

In the last year we have also 
sponsored sailing events and closed 
important contracts for the supply of 
yacht club uniforms and for many 
crews in some well-known regattas in 
Tuscany, with technical articles 
concerning another branch of the 
company and which are processed 
and customized only on commission 
and for important numbers. 

Currently our main sales channel is the 
web, through the shop section of the 
www.seatailor.it website 

We are active on the main social 
media through which we advertise the 
events, the garments and try to make 
ourselves known. 

For the summer season each year our 
clothes are present in a store in a 
different city, last year we were in 
Cagliari, this year we are present until 
the end of September in a store in 
Porto Cervo. This is because it is 
important that the customer can see 
for himself and touch the clothes. 

The brand is now looking for lenders 
who believe in the project and see the 
potential of the idea. We have 
collected very positive opinions from 
various figures (fashion journalists, 
entrepreneurs, etc.) so we are looking for support to be able to expand the collections and have 
greater visibility on the reference markets, especially foreign ones where the product is highly 
appreciated and required. Cristina Renzi, founder and CEO  
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Food & Beverage Experience 
 

 

The cuisine, wines and liqueurs made in Italy have always been distinguished by 
quality, taste and class. 
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Cantina Terre D’Aione 
 

The Terre D’Aione winery is located in Irpinia, 
in the heart of Campania, a land of 
extraordinary typical products and 
of great culinary excellence. The 
company is located in Tufo, home 
of one of the most loved white 
wines in the world, the Greco di 
Tufo, and traditions that are 
handed down from generation to 
generation. 

Terre D’Aione has developed its 
vineyards in Greco di Tufo in 
places that have seen the exploits 
of a brave Lombard prince and the 
work of the fields of the people 
who lived there, intends to be characterized as 
a passionate return to the origins, a treat and a 
hymn to the richness that comes from the 
cultivation of the fields and also as an 
expression of a deep and unsolvable 
attachment to one's Mother Earth and nurse. 

This is why 
Terre D’Aione 
produces, with 

dedication 
and daring, 
that wine with 
which they 
enjoyed and 
refreshed the 
women and 
men who 
dedicated the 
works and the 
days of their 
lives to this 
secluded and 

suggestive 
corner of 
Irpinia. A work 
that continues 

tirelessly since 1867, and which bears the 

signature of the Carpenito winemakers, a 
legacy now carried on by Angelo Carpenito 
and Raffaele Izzo. 

The company's vineyards are located in hilly 
areas between 450 and 550 meters above sea 
level, on sloping and mineral-rich land. The 
plants have on average at least 40 years of age, 
which guarantee a high quality standard for 
each vintage. The wines are in fact 
characterized by intense aromas, persistent 
scents and a unique personality, with a quality 
that is confirmed and that grows from vintage 
to vintage.  

The Greco di Tufo, among the spearheads of 
the company range, is born from a soft 
pressing of the grapes (100% Greco di Tufo), 
static cold defecation and fermentation at a 
controlled temperature. The aging lasts about 
two months and takes place in the bottle, 
before being placed on the market with the 
characteristics that distinguish it: intense straw 
yellow color, intense, fruity aroma with hints of 
apricot, dry taste, warm, soft, full-bodied, with 
adequate freshness and aromatic persistence. 
A unique wine, highly appreciated in Italy and 
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in the world, which every year wins important 
scores on national and international guides. 

The rest of the range is no less so: Fiano di 
Avellino, Taurasi, Aglianico Campania, 
Aglianico Campania Rosato, Falanghina del 
Beneventano and Tubolle, brut sparkling wine 
from Greco di Tufo grapes: wines able to tell a 
land and be loved in the world. 

Today the company is developing, together 
with the winery, also a strong bond with the 
receptivity, in particular with the catering but 

also realizing beds for the guests, always 
following the slogan that has embodied the 
company philosophy up to date: hospitality. In 
the tasting room, with a glass of wine or a dish 
expertly made by the company's guest chefs, 
tasting a Greco di Tufo on the beautiful terrace 
surrounded by vineyards in summer, or in front 
of the large fireplace together with caldarroste 
and Taurasi, the atmosphere is always the 
same: here, from Terre D'Aione, one feels at 
home. 
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Puni Whisky 
In 2010, after years of research and planning, 
Albrecht Ebensperger, a construction builder, 
laid the foundation stone for the first Italian 
whiskery distillery, driven by his great passion 
for Scottish brandy. 

The distillery is located in what are the 
highlands of Italy, in Glorenza, located in the 
Venosta valley, in the middle of the Alps close 
to the Ortler group; this position offered the 
best conditions for producing a superior Italian 
whiskey. With pure alpine water and a varying 
climate the “Italian Highlands” are an ideal 
place for creating an extraordinary whisky. 
Their great enthusiasm and profound passion 
for the Scottish water of life encouraged the 
Ebensperger family to found PUNI distillery. 

The diversity of cereals that make up the 
various recipes serves to offer variations with 
respect to the base of the first whiskey 
produced, the result of the mixture of: barley, 
wheat and rye malt. This interaction gives life 
to Italian malt whiskey. 

The young designer Christian Zanzotti created 
the bottle design, fully enhancing the quality of 
the Italian malt whiskey; the fruit of his work 

earned him the World best design award at the 
world whiskey awards in London. 

The perfect combination of the barrels and the 
typical South Tyrolean climate favors an 
accelerated maturation of the barrels stored on 
the surface; this allows Italian malt whiskey to 
be harmonious and complex after a relatively 
short maturation period. 
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For the more "aged" whiskeys, special 
underground warehouses never seen before 
are used: the military bunkers of the Second 
World War, with their thick concrete walls, offer 
the ideal conditions for a longer maturation: a 
constant and fresh climate with a very high 
atmospheric humidity means that the amount 
of evaporation is lower. 

In the midst of the ``Italian Highlands`` we find 
the perfect conditions for creating an 
extraordinary whisky. With pure alpine water 
and 100% malt we distill the very first Italian 
whisky in original Scottish Pot stills. 
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ME PER ME 
 

ME PER ME is the first Italian start-up in the 
Wellness Shots market, the next-generation of 
health drinks with Green Luxury standards. 
Currently based at Lazio Innova, the regional 
body which promotes innovative ideas of 
young Italian entrepreneurs, the company rides 
the wave of the latter international trend, that 
is taking hold even in the Bel Paese. 

Being inspired by the Latin philosophy “mens 
sana in corpore sano”, ME PER ME turns to the 
Food & Beverage sector and most of all to the 
Hospitality & Wellness top tier consumers. ME 
PER ME currently collaborates with world-class 
Airlines and 5-star Luxury Hotel. 

 That beauty comes from the “inside” is a 
belief, nowadays, so deeply rooted, that led 
the concept “You are what you eat” to increase 
even more than the past. Thus, the new 
millennium unquestioned leader is food, the 
good and healthy one. This new trend, which 
comes from US, introduces Wellness Shots in 
kitchens to enhance well-being and 
psychophysical balance if combined with a 
proper lifestyle. 

It is thanks to the properties of natural 
ingredients that the Wellness Shots created by 
ME PER ME aim to replenish the body from 
exhaustion, stress, jetlag effect. Feeling 
energetic, sleeping well, being able to eat on 

the fly but in a healthy way are not only the 
primary needs of travelers, but are part of the 
lifestyle of anyone who loves well-being and 
wants to take care of himself.  

The company offers non-alcoholic Wellness 
Shots in 99 ml format: OMNIA, LIBRA, 
MAGNA.  The beverages are usually proposed 
in an eco-friendly trio set, shown by luxury 
hotels as a welcome amenity or departure gift. 
It deals with experimentation and new 
sustainable printing techniques, such as the 
dry-dots one. 

The shots, full of superfoods, as they contain 
ingredients with various functional properties, 
are all completely vegan, without 
preservatives. OMNIA, based on turmeric and 
mandarin and citrus both form Sicily, is a 
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perfect choice in the morning for awakening 
the body natural energy, thanks also to its 
strong and spicy taste; LIBRA, perfect for the 
evening or before the yoga session, is thought 
as an anti-stress drink, which helps improve 
sleep quality and restore 
the delicate balance 
between body and 
mind; MAGNA, thanks 
to the nutritional 
properties of Apulian 
almonds, peaches and 
hemp seeds, which play 
a substantial role as 
antioxidants, anti-
inflammatory, nourishing 
and energizing, is a real 
snack that gives 
refreshment between 
one meal and another. 
The team is made up pf 
experts spread into the two continents, such as 
food consultants, producers and suppliers. 

Everything leads us to think that ME PER ME 
has chosen to enhance the Italian territory: 
working closely with the agro-food artisans, 
allowed the finest selection of the Made in Italy 
raw materials, making ME PER ME Wellness 
Shots a unique product of its kind. In order to 
give the international flavor which is intrinsic in 
the vision of the company, the first recipes have 
been developed by a Canadian nutritionist. 
Finally, an Italian chef contributed giving a 
touch of his special touch taste that enhances 
each and any ingredient taste. 

"The devil is in the details" is ME PER ME's 
motto. This is how the products are 
meticulously selected, how exclusive 
customers are served and how a unique 
experience is created for all customers.  

……About MEPERME: 

The luxury of wellness shots Made in Italy and 
their plant-based ingredients are synonymous 

with sustainability and health to nurture life’s 
special moments. 

Web site: meperme.com 

Instagram: Instagram.com/me.per.me/  
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Hotel, Resort & Restaurants 

Living Italy is essential to live it to the fullest. 
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AG Group 
AG Group, founded and directed by Andrea 
Girolami, is the first tourist group in Italy 
capable of satisfying all aspects of the demand 
in-house: DMC / tour operators and event 

management, consulting, hotels, restaurants 
and senior housing.  

The claim is significantly Your gateway to Italy 
and consists of: 

• AG Hotels, luxury and executive hotels in 
the heart of the main Italian cities, 
especially in Rome, with an important and 
widespread expansion project. 

• AG Boutique Journey, tour operator, 
DMC, event agency and wedding planner 
with an important specialization in luxury. 

• AG Hotel Consulting, a 360-degree 
consultancy agency for Italian hotels, 
which manages and contributes to the 
marketing of over thirty hotels in central 
Italy and aims to reach one hundred in 
two years. 

• AG Foodies, a bistro in Rome and the 
Terraces of the AG Hotels (as well as, 
soon, that of Florence), equipped with 
gourmet kitchens. Note that the terrace 

of The Independent Hotel (in the 
immediate vicinity of the Termini station) 
is the highest in Rome and offers a truly 
breathtaking panorama. 

• AG Domus Nova, the 
novelty of the Group: an 
important retirement home 
project, starting in central 
Italy, to also respond to the 
demand for hospitality for the 
elderly. 

Andrea Girolami is an 
entrepreneur with over twenty 
years of experience in the 
tourism and hospitality sector. 
He graduated in Economics at 
the La Sapienza University of 

Rome and immediately, from 1994 to 2000, he 
worked for important business consulting 
companies. In the same years he is active in the 
academic world, dealing with issues related to 
the formulation and implementation of 
strategic choices within the company.  

The entrepreneurial turning point came in 
2000, when he started RSI, a tour operator that 
in a short time managed to establish itself 
among the most dynamic realities of incoming 
in Italy. RSI increases fivefold in ten years, 
becomes RSI Group (today AG Boutique 
Journey) and takes on five divisions to 
characterize the macro-areas of intervention of 
the Tour Operator (Travel, Events, Sport 
Events, RSI Communication and Weddings). 

The success of the RSI Group pushes Girolami 
to launch an initiative to promote business 
diversification. Thus enters the hotel industry in 
2011 with the purchase of a first property, 
which from the following year becomes the first 
four-star property. The ambitious development 
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plan does not stop and continues with other 
partners with the opening of as many as 16 
hotels to date, with numerous other openings 
on site. 

The opening of Italy Hotels Collection (now 
renamed AG Hotel Consulting) dates back to 
2015, a company specialized in hotel 
consultancy, both at 360 degrees (turnkey 
management) and type of services, primarily 
marketing and revenue management: currently 
the activity has over thirty structures and aims 
to expand the portfolio to 100 within the next 
two years.  

But that is not all.  

The passion for champagne, good wine and 
gastronomy pushes Andrea Girolami to create 
in Rome, in 2017, a brand of gourmet cuisine 
restaurants in refined and informal 
environments, followed by similar initiatives in 
other cities, now unified under the AG Foodies 
brand, to be noted the exclusive collection of 
refined wines always available in these 
restaurants, making of them a paradise for 
connoisseurs.  

Born from this remarkable entrepreneurial 
background, AG Group employs 250 people, 
is constantly growing and from today it is 
proposed to the world public as a privileged 
access key - from the point of view of the one-
stop-shop - to Italy and to its beauties.  

AG Hotels, with its terraces, offers a precious 
lifestyle resource. All have a bar and that of The 

Tribune Hotel opens at happy hour every day 
starting at 6.30pm, with a gourmet dinner. The 
champagne paper, in particular, includes as 
many as 50 types of Italian and French bubbles. 

The terraces are large and have open and 
sheltered spaces. This is why they are suitable 
not only for leisure but also for business 
demand, for original events, celebrations, 
parties or even product launches.  

Events 

AG Boutique Journey, the tour operator of the 
group, with its dynamic and professional staff, 
collaborators and contacts everywhere in Italy 
and GSA abroad, has in its background 
numerous events of all types: political and 
association congresses, company conventions, 
incentives that advantageously they draw on a 
special know-how in luxury. 

The recognized authority of AG Boutique 
Journey in the Americas and Australia as well 
as throughout Europe, where it is appreciated 
for the wide range of experiential tours and 
tailor-made trips, make it today one of the 
reference points for the organization of events 
in Italy, where it is thanks to the experienced 
leisure experience that it is able to offer “splits” 
(exclusivity, traditional cues, artistic-cultural 
visits, original team building ...) that corporate 
and associative customers show to appreciate 
very much and that are unique in the panorama 
of offer for the Mice.  

Consultancy 

Finally, a mention for AG Hotel Consulting, the 
Group's consulting company. It offers wide-
ranging solutions that support hotel companies 
in the various stages of their development and 
their life, ranging from overall management to 
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specific focus.

 
The consultancy is at 360 degrees and fully 
embraces the management aspect. The areas 
of intervention include all the activities 
necessary for the hotel start-up: accounting & 
finance, operational assistance, revenue 
management, organization of food & beverage 
services and management of procurement 
contracts for cleaning and tidying up rooms, 
control management (period reports, 
performance checks with respect to budgets, 
cost control), assistance in obtaining permits 
(town hall, fire brigade, asl etc.), care of health 
supervision activities (HACCP, legislation for 
the workplace safety), management of relations 
with the Public Administration. 

It can also provide advice for the restructuring 
or conversion of properties for hotel use, 
including through specific feasibility studies. 

AG Hotel Consulting can then focus on specific 
aspects of management - both in terms of 
processes, human resources and organization - 
and the sales department. It chooses the 
distribution channels (on and offline) adapted 
to the single reference markets, the tariff 
strategies and the right web campaigns, to 
increase the brand reputation. It supports 
hotels in fairs and workshops, organizing 
targeted sales meetings and opening new sales 
channels. 

As for human resources, the know-how of AG 
Group, a partner of ITS Turismo Roma, Tor 
Vergata University, of the European University 
of Rome as part of the University Master's 
Degree in Management of Tourist 
Organizations for several years, guarantees 
services of selection of personnel and ad hoc 
high profile training. 

As a whole, this integrated offer of products 
and services has allowed AG Group to expand 
with great success and to prepare, today, to 
write a new chapter in the history of Italian 
hospitality. 
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Zero Distanze 
The owners of the restaurant speak: It has been 
a real pleasure for us to be able to collaborate 
with your important magazine, we breathe the 
scent of boats 365 days a year finding ourselves 
in the beautiful and important tourist port of 
Marina di Scarlino, but the project Zero 
Distanze comes from far away. 

It was 2002 when I decided to pursue a career 
as a restaurateur and so my partner and I, who 
is not a member of the current Zero Distances, 

hardly knew each other. I started by opening a 
small restaurant in Follonica where we mainly 
made pizza by the slice and to take away, but 
over time, making pizzas was no longer enough 
for me. In 2009 I was asked to open another 
pizzeria in the marina, and after a short period 
of uncertainty, I decided it was the right time to 
take the second step. With the opening 
scheduled for September 2010, we created the 
second sales point, with the particularity of also 
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having inside an excellent laboratory of 
croissants, cakes and pastries. After two years, 
with a growing demand and with the takeover 
of my current partner Sara, we decided that it 
was time to take the third step and that is to 
expand with the addition of external and 
internal tables and the movement of the 
laboratory confectionery giving life to Zero 
Distanze Ristorante Pizzeria. 

The restaurant Since the beginning it has been 
designed for a simple clientele but attentive to 
its diet. Our first customers are all the 
"friends of pleasure boaters" who 
gravitate inside the marina and not 
only because over the years our 
restaurant has come to obtain 
considerable interest in the many 
accommodation facilities in the area 
and by the many tourists that the 
attending. 

Its main characteristic as well as the 
food ... but we will talk about it later, are 
the outdoor spaces, the two terraces 
overlooking the marina, are very welcome by 
our guests, who make false papers to grab the 
now known tables 13 and 14 in the terrace with 
outdoor ... to make you understand better, a 
customer booked table 14 at the end of June 
2018 for all Sundays until September, I didn't 
want to believe it and instead came until the 
last Sunday; things that leave your mark and 
make you very happy. Zero Distanze is a pizza 
restaurant very attentive to the preparations, 
we make fresh bread every day of our 
production, both with white flour, which has 7 
cereals with flour. The desserts are all 
rigorously made by the skilled hands of our 
chef and his collaborators without artificial 
preparations, while for the supply of 
vegetables, we are constantly looking for local 
producers such as "Agrarian sphere", not by 
chance the name "Zero Distances" wants to 
indicate just the approach as much as possible 
to KM0 products, even if our campaign 

struggles a little to enter the mechanism… .but 
we don't give up. Our Menu varies about 3-4 
times a year, following the seasonality of the 
products but also the flow of customers we 
have. We must be very grateful to talk about 
our pizza, since everything started with her. 

We have a highly digestible dough with a 
leavening and maturation that varies from the 
minimum 48 hours of absolute rest by touching 
the 96, a system that we introduced in our 
production about 14 years ago, when few local 

pizzerias had approached this system and that 
I must say he gave us a lot of satisfaction. I want 
to clarify that ours is not a pizza that comes 
close to the "Neapolitan" one, but it is low, 
crunchy with little cornice and seasoned so that 
each ingredient has a meaning, we do not go 
for abundance. For this we use only fresh 
mozzarella, fresh vegetables, and strictly 
peeled tomatoes with certified origin and 
guaranteed by the mother company. 

Our selection of Wines and beers produced by 
local and international Micro Breweries is well 
stocked with many local labels and some from 
Italian regions such as Campania, Trentino, 
Friuli Venezia Giulia, but our constant interest 
is to make known local companies to the many 
foreign customers who flock to our tables on 
warm summer evenings. Geographically we are 
in an area of very high viticultural concentration 
with excellent wine producers, just to name a 
few that we have in our menu "Podere La Pace" 
"Morrisfarm" "Col di Bacche" "Cacciagrande" 
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and for the Beers "Birrificio dei Neri", all how 
many with excellent references both for white 
and red wines.  We are always in constant 
search of new local products to be included in 
our preparations, and we still have a great 
desire to grow in terms of quality and service. 
In fact, starting from November 2019 we have 
included a line of “Alce Nero” products 
available for free for newborns composed of 
baby food, homogenized and small fruits. We 
like to call ourselves a Family Restaurant, 
families are welcome here. We provide table 
mats and pencils for coloring, all games made 
of non-toxic and non-allergic material of the 
"Blue Duck" line. we provide with a small 
nursery where mothers can change their baby 
and have diapers and wipes available, 

In short, from the most demanding customer to 
the family on vacation, we try to be in line with 
an increasingly attentive and demanding 
tourism, without losing sight of our regular 
customer. 

For those who decide to come on holiday or to 
pay a simple visit to the Scarlino marina, we tell 
them that they are welcome in our premises 
and throughout the commercial gallery and the 
complex of residences. We thank Luxury yacht 
and leave you our contact details below. See 
you soon Paolo and Sara 
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People Experience  

 

The luxury of wellness shots Made in Italy and 
their plant-based ingredients are synonymous 
with sustainability and health to nurture life’s 

special moments
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Angelo Caroli 
A successful entrepreneur and column of 
wellness and fitness at a global level, Angelo 
Caroli has established himself on five 
continents thanks to his winning formula of 
wellness Made in Italy. The most innovative 
models of healthy living are reviewed and 
rethought by Angelo Caroli to obtain "the 
Core": balance between mind and body 
based on a whole lifestyle 

Made in Italy. A lifestyle that immediately 
leveraged the Italian and foreign public. And 
just such a passionate supporter of Made in 

Italy has strongly believed in the project 
"Luxury Yacht Club Italia" and was among the 
very first entrepreneurs to join it. «Made in Italy 
is a national capital that should not be 
underestimated. Abroad we are appreciated 
for this method of work that includes wisdom, 
craftsmanship and innate ability to take the 
best out of life - says Angelo Caroli, who 
continues. I liked the idea of participating in 
this prestigious initiative, under the auspices of 
"Luxury Yacht Club Italia" - Made in Italy in the 
world. This certainly provides a plus to all 
brands ». Why promote yourself, making 
considerable efforts in terms of commitment, 
time and skills and with uncertain results, when 
can you give to those who can operate 

correctly and professionally? In his life Angelo 

Caroli has always wanted to build something 
exceptional. 

Today, several people use his method and 
have married his Philosophy. The strength of 
the undisputed lord of wellness starts from a 
great intuition: The Angelo Caroli method is 
constantly the result of experimentation in the 
field thus obtaining a formula of well-being in 
line with our time, harmonizing the three 
aspects today considered essential for the well-
being of life: the body, the intellect, the mind. 
The future of the Method? New research, 
creation of a global network and new 
combinations of treatments to improve the 
quality of life from his special observatory and 
after years of experience, Angelo Caroli is able 
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to explain what are the main causes that cause 
disharmony and generate psycho-physical 
stress. This allows us to develop the wellness 
and beauty business in step with the times.  

In fact, under his Scientific Direction and in 
collaboration with other experts, new 
concepts, methods and means are being 
studied in order to aspire to live in wellbeing 
and transfer them to the numerous experts of 
the Caroli Academy, each with its own 
specificity. «If you maintained that the 
achievement of well-being does not respond to 
a mathematical rule and that there is no 

“recipe” for health and physical fitness, I would 
say the pure and simple truth, but I would go 
against the work of my whole life, spent in 
research of a method to improve the quality of 
life of our customers. The truth is in the middle. 
That is, in my opinion, there is the possibility of 
codifying the basic grids of a criterion that is 
then applied to the needs and characteristics 
of each individual.  

 This is the certainty that guided me in the 
development of the philosophy of the Angelo 
Caroli Method, applied in our clubs: places that 
go far beyond the simple concept of a gym or 
beauty center. We change our lifestyle. A 
personalized program, designed ad hoc by a 
team of experts, foods suitable for the physical 
structure, new habits, commitment and 
seriousness to build a global balance between 
mind and body. The validity of this model, 

which I have successfully exported to several 
countries in the world, is guaranteed by a 
rigorous scientific approach and by the 
absolute professionalism of all my work "." 
“Angelo Caroli” branded Product Lines Over 
the years the Angelo Caroli Group has invested 
a great deal of resources in research and 
development with the aim of creating a 
panorama of products aimed at the well-being 
of those who are the final users, giving it a 
refinement that mixes style and luxury and a 
strong self-esteem. Line Skin Care, Courtesy 
line - soap, shampoo, shower gel, bathrobe, 
towels, slippers; Leisure shoes; Clothing for 
sports and leisure; Leather goods - bags, 
trolleys, small leather goods, belt technology 
tools line - complete line of tools for home and 
gym training Angelo Caroli describes the 
creative path that led to the birth of 
Fragrances, Candles and Speakers. 

“The perfume for me is the union of interior 
represented by the sensations, by the past and 
by the origins, and exterior that is how a 
fragrance enters the skin and then flows into 
the body to bring balance and well-being. 
Perfume is an all-encompassing experience 
that affects all five senses. But the perfume for 
me goes beyond the physical sphere and also 
affects our "sixth sense" or the emotional 
sphere. So my fragrances have been designed 
to penetrate through the skin and give new and 
positive energy to the mind bringing the whole 
body back into balance.” Fragrances for an 
emotional experience, exclusive fragrances 
that, combined together, create a perfect and 
vibrant completely natural harmony. 

 

Designed to recreate the magical alchemy of 
the best natural ingredients and the ethereal 
vibrations that they are able to release. 
Precious exotic ingredients such as, Indian 
Incense, and Imperial Sandalwood, raw 
materials such as Cistus Labdanum and the 
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fabulous Tobacco Powder. Strong and decisive 
agreements are able to create balanced, 
elegant and refined harmonies with facets 
capable of enhancing the preciousness of the 
new "COLORFULL COLLECTION". The 

products are distributed at luxury hotels, golf 
clubs, SPAs, luxury locations, fitness centers, 
health clubs beauty, yacht club, deluxe shops, 
Department Store, Perfumery and on our shop.
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A.Quaranta Locatelli 
Quaranta Locatelli among ties and scarves, 
Neapolitan tradition and innovation. 

The idea of the A. Quaranta 
Locatelli is simple: "The 
passion for beauty, the desire 
to best represent the 
Neapolitan land, renewing its 
traditions". 

It sounds easy, but it is not. 

The company certainly has an 
important aces player. First, 
from printing to 
manufacturing it is true Made 
in Italy, and today it is not 
cheap. Second, it represents 
the high Italic artisan capacity 
that is renewed. Third, it 
continues with purity in the 
sartorial groove of the 
Neapolitan silk accessory, 
primarily with the seven-fold tie, but not only. 
Fourth, it innovates with courage the tradition 
by producing scarves designed by two artists 
"at home" not only as fabrics, but also as works 
to wear. 

Simple but constant principles that have 
allowed Amedeo, Silvana and Marco Quaranta 
Locatelli to establish the family company 
Quaranta Locatelli in 2008 and to continue 
consistently with their vision. 

The atelier concept is Mediterranean village 
style, drawing on the interior architecture of the 
Amalfi Coast and Capri. 

Even the colors and patterns chosen are often 
sunny and marine. 
The obsessive attention to detail has allowed 
us to launch and showcase classic products in 
Naples, with a clear personal touch, like what 
makes the dishes of many famous chefs great. 

First, the Neapolitan seven-fold sartorial tie, 
then the pocket handkerchief, revisited by 

Silvana in various shapes and often with the 
use of fabric scraps, thus reducing waste and 
doing recycling. Next, tailored and also 
custom-made bow ties. 
Furthermore, since 2010, the brand is 
committed to a new and unique project. A 
collection of scarves continually designed by 
two artists, one from Naples, the other from 
Japan: Antoh Mansueto and Midori McCabe. 
And here, thanks to the use of lasers, he 
completely innovates the traditional patterns 
of scarves starting with works of abstract 
contemporary art, between informal and 
surrealism, and then asking the two artists to 
integrate their pictorial style with the design of 
the fabric, without ever losing the character of 
a unique work of art that distinguishes each 
subject. Midori ranges from watercolor to 
painting, Antoh also goes so far as to create 
scarves and scarves designed with fingers on 
IPAD. Never discounted subjects, always 
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looking to overcome an aesthetic 
limit. The realization on silk is 
always however of extreme 
quality, so much as to give the 
work printed on silk a life of its 
own. There are those who wear 
these scarves, there are those who 
frame them and hang them on the 
wall. The younger ones today 
prefer scarves and stoles. 
 Art and fashion are two different 
but adjacent activities, and they 
always nourish each other: in this 
project they integrate each other 
without one aspect dominating 
the other. And of this, as an artist, I 
can give absolute confirmation. 
The dialogue and sometimes the heated 
discussion are continuous and we never 
abandon ourselves to the habit of flattening 
ourselves on the market. Innovating aesthetics 
is DNA. 

The scarves are used in artistic performances 
and the “Golfo di Seta” idea is launched, 
promoting in the advertising photos the 
aesthetic beauty of the product together with 
more or less known corners of the Gulf of 
Naples. 

The history of the first 10 years of this company 
is full of awards. Yet the path followed remains 
intact, pure, does not allow itself to be 
attracted by the lure of the market. Remaining 
craftsmen sometimes means a renunciation in 
terms of market size, but exclusivity rewards the 
choice. 

The first collection of art scarves was presented 
in 2010 at Canottieri Napoli alongside the 
works of the artists. 

Then selection in the Prize of the Valenzi 
Foundation as Neapolitan excellence followed 
at the Angioino Castel. 

This was followed by exhibitions at the Palazzo 
della Borsa, a collaboration with Hotel Parkers 

in Naples, and corners in South Korea and 
Dubai. 

In terms of testimonials, collaborations with 
musicians. 

Thanks to the use of the internet immediately, 
the small exclusive brand sells all over the 
world. 

There are numerous Neapolitan, Italian and 
international newspapers that have decided to 
report this new genuine brand among the 
excellence of the Neapolitan silk tailoring 
accessory. 

The undeniable charm is that tradition and 
innovation are inextricably intertwined in this 
project. 

Quaranta Locatelli is certainly an "international 
niche micro celebrity". Contemporary stories, 
in the world that integrates real and virtual, 
local and global. 

A world in which, if you want to find an 
excellent singularity, out of the noise of the big 
brands, you still have much to discover. 

Like the excellence of Quaranta Locatelli, which 
innovates the tradition of Neapolitan tailoring, 
masculine and feminine. Craftsmanship, 
technology, art and fashion together, tradition 
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and innovation for an exclusive, unique and 
unmistakable project. 

 

 

 

 
Written by  Antonio Mansueto.
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Fontani’s family of Scarperia 
 

In 1861 the first census of the newborn 
Kingdom of Italy reported that the Fontani 
family lived at number 6 of Via Gaetano Savi 
(now Via della Misericordia) in Scarperia. 
Among them was also Antonio Fontani, a 
former knife maker at the time of the 
census. 

Among the relatives of the Fontani there 
were also other cutlers, among them we 
remember: Gigiarone, Pelato and 
Romaiolo, their workshop was in the area 
then called Calabrache. 

Antonio Fontani (n. 1847) and his son Luigi 
(n. 1873) were skilled forgers, specialized 
in the manufacture of scissors. The 
laboratory was located inside their home, 
the same one where the Fontani family still 

lives, the sale was made directly on the spot. 

Later the trade was taken up by Guido Fontani 
(n. 1902) son of Luigi, who expanded the 
production with Zuave and Mozzette. Guido 
also began to work for third parties, in 
particular for Mangiacani's Ditta Milani. 

 

Alessandro, nephew of Bruno Fontani and last 
knife maker of the family, grew up in that house 
/ workshop that 150 years earlier was home to 
the first cutlers in the family. Always linked to 

Scarperia and its history, Alessandro 
was kidnapped by the tales of old 
Scarper characters, cutlers and not, 
and that was how he discovered the 
story of Siette, Budreda and all 
those characters who gravitated 
around the world of the Scarper 
knife. He was 14 when he started 
attending the still active knife-
makers' workshops, and he started 
working there as soon as he was 
able to. 

Jacopo collected pocket knives with 
his grandfather, who gave him the 
first piece of the collection: An 

Arburese Antico made by Marcello Azzini. 
Relative of the knives / blacksmiths of the 
Frascati family, Jacopo continues to cultivate 
his passion and begins to design some knives, 
preferring pocket models. 

In 2015 Alessandro and Jacopo meet and 
found the new company, the Fontani Cutlery 
reborn on the 16th of Giordano Giordani 
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street, in that street named after one of the 
most famous cutlers from Scarperia. The first 
efforts were concentrated on the preparation 
of the laboratory and the manufacture of the 
first Regional and steak models. Scarperia is a 
rich country in history, and cutlers and cutlery 
are an integral part of it, with this principle in 
mind was born the idea of "inventing" a new 
product, something that had never been seen 
in Scarperia: the razor by hand free. This 
particular type of blades has been, for almost 
all of the 20th century, an exclusive of Solingen 
in Germany, even the cutlery of Scarperia sold 
German razors, as we can see in the catalog of 
Raffaello Milani. Thus was born the 
Baciamisubito, the first razor designed and 
built entirely in Scarperia. 

Today the Fontani Cutlery carries on the 
tradition, maintaining the craftsmanship, 
experimenting with new materials and studying 
cutting-edge heat treatments. Quality, quality 
and experience are the ingredients that 
animate our blades. 
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Pariani Saddlery 
 

The long history of Pariani Saddlery started in 
1903 in Corso Vittorio Emanuele, a stone’s 
throw from the Cathedral of Milan, there was a 

shop called “Mode Pariani, Biancheria 
Confezionata su misura, camicie, cravatte e 
guanti. Articoli inglesi” (Pariani Fashion, 
tailored clothes, shirts, ties and gloves – English 
articles) 

THE TURNING POINT 

The love of quality products, the attention to 
detail and the never-stopping demands of 
some of his customers who kept asking why, 
instead of buying saddles from England, he 
didn’t produce his own pushed Adolfo Pariani, 
head and soul of Mode Pariani, to start what 
would become a sort of fairy tale.  

THE MEETING 

In Adolfo Pariani’s opinion things were either 
done well or better not done at all. For this 
reason, he asked for the help of the greatest of 
all riders, Federico Caprilli who, in those years, 
was working on his equestrian revolution. 
Pariani needed advice, Caprilli needed a 

saddle that could help him turn into reality his 
studies about a kind of riding that would follow 
and not contrast the way horses move. 

 

AN INNOVATIVE SADDLE 

This is how the magic started and the Pinerolo 
saddle, named after the town where the 
famous Cavalry School had its quarters, was 
born. This saddle turned out to be so 
innovative that in the following years its 
features were studied in England. Pariani was 
the first Saddlery in the whole world that used 
a saddle tree that was flexible which meant it 
was elastic and shock-absorbing.  

GREAT CHARACTERS 

Since then the history of Selleria Pariani is full 
of names that greatly influenced the Twentieth 
Century and not only in the equestrian fields: at 
first a long list of Cavalry officers that spread 
Caprilli’s philosophy all over the world and then 
personalities such as George Patton, Ronald 
Reagan, Queen Elisabeth II… together with 
many notable riders in Italy and abroad. 

THE WINNERS’ SADDLE 

Pariani Saddlery widened its experience 
through the years and opened to new fields. As 
a result, the history of horse-racing is full of 
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enterprises where the Pariani saddles played an 
important role. Horses such as Nearco and 
Ribot achieved their record wins and became 
legend with a Pariani saddle on their backs. 

THE STORY CONTINUES … 

Still faithful to its more than a century old 
tradition, Pariani – born from radical innovation 
– ceaselessly works on research and studies 
tailor-made solutions for the needs of each and 

every customer. This is why Pariani relies on the 
expertise of professional riders who are the first 
to test its saddles. Today Pariani is the only 
saddlery in Italy – and one of just a few in the 
entire world – to create custom saddles, 
entirely hand-made, in its workshop in Milan. 
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Daniele Tonarelli, Maestro Liutaio 
 

“A profession to be protected” Daniele 
Tonarelli, Master Luthier, Cremona. 

Daniele Tonarelli, a young violin maker born in 
Cremona, presents us in this new issue one of 
the most recognized and appreciated 
professions in the world, thus introducing us 
into a niche artisan and cultural area, originally 
Italian. 

We are talking about the art of violin making, 
that is the construction of violins, violas, cellos 
and double basses, whose historical and 
creative cradle has been in the city of Cremona 
since the 16th century, a few kilometers from 
Milan. This city devoted to music will amaze 
you not only for the ancient buildings and the 
renowned desserts that make the center lively 
and interesting, but above all for the presence 
of a real artisan district. Cremona, in fact, 
welcomes more than one hundred and sixty 
luthiery shops, through which the teachings of 
great Masters such as Antonio Stradivari, 
Andrea Amati, Giuseppe Guarneri del Gesù are 
handed down and preserved for generations. 
Manual skills, technique, creative sensibility, 
innovative studies and research are intertwined 
to give life to a reality without equal. 

Born in 1976, Daniele Tonarelli is part of this 
artisan scenario. After having trained at the 
"Antonio Stradivari International Violin Making 
School", which accepts students from all over 
the world in an unquestionable way, he 
completed his academic career and graduated 
in 1994 under the guidance of Maestro Giorgio 
Scolari. For the next three years he improved 
the techniques on the construction field 
following the classic Cremonese method in the 
workshop of Maestro Marco Nolli. The vocation 
from a young age to become a Master Luthier 
led Daniele Tonarelli to open his own 

workshop, now active for more than twenty 
years, and to participate in numerous 
competitions, such as Baveno, Bagnacavallo, 
Moscow and Cremona, obtaining honorable 
mentions and awards. The main production of 
violins, violas, cellos and double basses was 
accompanied by secondary activities such as 
repairs, restoration and evaluation of stringed 
instruments. 

Daniele Tonarelli, inspired by the centuries-old 
tradition of Violin by the ancient master violin 
makers who made the history of Cremona, uses 
specific materials such as the Balkan maple for 
the lower part of the violin and the red spruce 
of the Dolomites for the upper one. In addition, 
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other types of wood such as ebony, rosewood 
or boxwood are generally used for accessories 
such as the keyboard and pegs. Following the 
selection of materials there is the choice of the 
shape to follow, followed then by the 
construction, the painting and the "tuning", 
thanks to which the instrument is adequately 
prepared to be played. A violin from the 
classical Cremonese school cannot contain any 
element of industrial origin, but must be 
entirely hand-built in its smallest detail. No 
nuance is left out, but studied and worked with 
the utmost attention in every phase. For this 
reason, each luthier follows the birth of his 
instrument starting from the selection of the 
wood and its seasoning until it reaches the final 
manual painting: in a year a violin maker can 
make about three to six violins at most. 

The passion and great fascination that Tonarelli 
cultivates for classical music and in particular 
for these instruments have led him to a 
continuous research on sound and working 
techniques, handing down the manual skills 
and knowledge of an art that is Intangible 
Heritage of the Humanity since December 5, 
2012. 

In this way, UNESCO has recognized the value 
of 

Cremona Liutaria and its tradition, an "artisan 
know-how" that leads to the creation of unique 
musical instruments, of incomparable artistic 
value and recognized throughout the world. 

A profession to guard. 
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Massimo Manca Coltelli 
 

La Resolza (name of the traditional Pattada 
knife), a gift, an art, a craftsman's gift for many 
occasions. The Sardinia of yesterday and today 
in Massimo Manca's knives. 

The Sardinian knives made by Massimo, an 
extraordinary craftsman, encapsulate the 
history, solidity and elegance of an object that 
binds and sanctions, remembers and 
reveals how much time passes without 
erasing. The humility of a professional, the 
skill of gestures that belong to the hands of 
Massimo Manca even before he devoted 
himself to this ancient craft for the first 
time, the passion of those who consider it 
normal to create with the heart. 

A profession started after a life full of 
signals that led back to his passion for art, 
from the amazing drawings he did as a 
child, to the advice of some teachers who 
wanted him enrolled at an art institute: 
“For me it has always been normal do it all 
by hand, I did it almost unconsciously ". The 
traditional course of studies is not for Massimo, 
who wants to work and deal with the subject, 

under commission or freely, spending his free 
time creating different objects, but united by 
the tension of the well-known craftsman in 
wanting to do better and better. 
Massimo Manca tries and tries again, without 

giving up, until one of the most 
important days arrives: he makes 
the first knife, looks at it, almost 
does not believe it, dominated by 
an emotion that will take away his 
sleep. The first sales arrive 
together with the first satisfactions, 
Massimo Manca's knives like them 
and leave their mark in the eyes of 
his customers. The careful 
selection of materials, from the 
ram's horn to the olive wood, the 
consolidated trust with the 
suppliers, the collaboration with 
various professionals in the 
materials sector and above all with 
the Italian architect and designer 

Cesare Monti, give life to a handicraft 
production of exalted level, by now known in 

different parts of the world. 

Among the many, the national recognition 
received from the Ferrari brand, which on the 
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occasion of the 60th anniversary chose to rely 
on the mastery of Massimo Manca to 
commission three knives with the Ferrari logo, 
the pride of the made in Italy, and again, the 
display of a collection of sail-shaped knives, 
displayed in the multi-faceted Dubai. Always 
different and refined productions, exclusive 
knives that capture the light of the jewels 
artfully set by the skill of the craftsman, loved 
by the rulers of the Principality of Monaco as by 
the American Tom Barrack. 

Unique knives, born in the silence and 
tranquility of the Pattada laboratory, a silent 
refuge enveloped by the familiar smell of horn 
dust, where Massimo Manca remains bent over 

the work surface until he gets the perfect result, 
excellence. Knives that make you fall in love, as 
when calling Massimo Manca from his 
residence was the lawyer Luca Cordero di 
Montezemolo. 

Meetings, awards, certificates of esteem that 
have not changed Massimo Manca, humble 
lover of a tradition met for authentic passion, in 
which the ancient art of Resolza of Pattada 
marries the respectful innovation of his 
creations, which become unique and lasting 
gifts, like the bonds of life that will remain 
forever. 
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Maurizio Telerma 
 

Born in 1965, Maurizio Telerma, son of a 
renowned Neapolitan tailor-made model 
maker, initially follows in his father's footsteps. 
He studied first in Naples then in Paris. Soon 
France becomes his second home. Enfant 
prodige at age 18 he sets up his first 
independent laboratory, where he works for his 
father and other clients 
scattered throughout Europe. 
Since his adolescence he has 
been a great fan of ship 
modeling. Draw the tables of 
the models of vessels and 
sailing ships of various ages, 
which he then realizes in every 
detail, creating every single 
piece from the raw material. At 
just over 20 years, America 
presents itself as fertile ground 
for its creativity. Guest at a 
friend's house in Florida, he 
enjoys building ad-hoc 
furniture for the home; elegant, 
whimsical, colorful and ergonomic furniture.  

This choice, made almost for fun, will give a 
turning point to his life. Martha Kizelman, 
recognizing the uncommon talent of the young 

Neapolitan, takes him under his wing. Soon the 
young Telerma moved to America where he 

designed and built pieces of artistic furniture 
and an entire collection of chaise-lounges. 
Shortly after he moved to New York with the 
mecenate manager. The artisan and artistic 
production is enriched and diversified with 
lamps, chairs, tables and other furnishing 
accessories. Constantly evolving, curious to 

experiment with materials and techniques, he 
soon became an established designer and a 
craftsman of excellence. The ingenious artist 
also cultivates another passion: music. A piano 

is never missing in his laboratory. He plays 
from the age of five. After 10 years in 
America, he rushes back into Italy for the 
death of his mother, who will leave an 
unbridgeable gap. A new chapter in his life 
begins.  

Back in Europe, he moved with his father to 
France, to Cannes. Maurizio reinvents himself. 
He continues to develop his models but also 
runs prototypes for top architects. A "local 
bistro" opens in the central rue Hoche and at 

the same time a line of fashion accessories is 
born; hand-turned and hand-painted wooden 
bags and Jewellery. In 2006 after a hectic life 
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he decided to return to Italy, to Lucca. Buy a 
house, on the banks of the Serchio that runs 
along the city. His father's death marks a 
setback in his career, but his tireless, curious 
and eclectic nature pushes him to leave. 
Another chapter of interior construction 
experimentation opens again, through the use 
of resins of different nature and composition, 
applied to floors and walls. The use he makes 
of these resins offers a perfect frame for his 
"mobile" creations. To date Maurizio Telerma, 
for all Mauri, is a versatile artist, works on 
commission and exhibits his works in various 
galleries including the contemporary art gallery 
Punto G. in Pietrasanta.  
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Interview by Michael Palchetti 

When the experience is a part of Italian history life 
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Silvano Scalvenzi 
 

The last days of November I was invited on 
board of a membership yacht moored at the 
harbor of Civitavecchia to interview the owner 

of the Luxury Yacht Service Srl., Silvano 
Scalvenzi. 

M: Mr.  Scalvenzi good morning, I finally have 
the opportunity to interview you, I know you 
had a building site with your father, you tell me 
a little about your story. 

The company's history began in 1972, when my 
father, Giuseppe Scalvenzi, turned his life to 
understanding the soul of the sea. Thus began 
the first experience with the construction of 
important brands until in 1996 he founded the 
first construction and service company 
"Scalvenzi Nautica sas", which has always dealt 
with the construction of large fiberglass hulls 
for internationally renowned yards and 
specialized service aboard large yachts.  

With the experience gained and gained over 
more than 20 years of craftsmanship, thanks to 
the collaboration of tertiary companies, the 
second family business "Nautica Ogliastra sas" 
was established in 2000, which aims to build 

boats for those who want to live their own 
freedom through the charm of the sea. 

Until 2010 there was a collaboration with the 
Ferretti group, given that Scalvenzi Nautica 
took care of the Italian and foreign service; the 
latter from 2010 onwards will be replaced in 
this role by the "Luxury Yachts Service s.r.l." 

In 2010, given the world-wide crisis of the 
nautical sector, the sale of the companies 
continued and the "Luxury Yachts Service srl" 
(LYS) was established, which, thanks to the 
experience gained previously and with the 
acquisition of partnerships, provides its know-
how for the start-up of new production facilities 
in Italy and abroad with the creation of the 
services and commercial network.  

M: you talked about a partnership with the 
Ferretti group, tell me about it. 

The "Scalvenzi Nautica s.a.s." worked mainly at 
the models and molds structures of the Ferretti 
Group in Forlì and collaborated in the creation 
of new models to be placed on the market. At 
the same time, it was also an authorized service 
for the Ferretti Group and was assisting in Italy 
and abroad for the Group branded yachts in 
total synergy with the Forlì operational and 
organizational headquarters. 
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Later with the birth of the company "Nautica 
Ogliastra" which was based in Sardinia, it 
began to mass-produce accessories for 
internationally renowned yards (San Lorenzo, 
Azimut Yacht and Ferretti Yacht), and also 
produced the artifacts of Novamarine boats. 
The continuous request by the customers to 
expand the production meant that two other 
companies were created: the first for the 
construction of boats, “Costruzioni Nautiche 
Ogliastra s.r.l. "Which has built turnkey yachts 
such as the Azimut 100" Leonardo, Azimut 74 
"Magellano, Terranova Yacht 85", Terranova 
Yacht 115 "and not least the production of 
models and molds and the consequent 
fiberglass products, the second "Crea Nautica 
Srl" which dealt with 
storage and refitting. 

M: I understand that 
you have also 
produced boats, 
which ones? 

Yes, with my father 
and other partners we 
have produced two 
very innovative boats. 

The first is a day 
cruiser designed by 
Alberto Mancini with 
the "Barracuda 
Yacht" brand, an 
open 37 ft. with the 
particularity of having 
the large windshield 
for almost all the bow 
deck giving light to 
the interior spaces. 

The second one is a 
shuttle of 11.20 meters. exit with the Brand 
"Artus Yacht" which was the first boat made in 
Italy by its size to be powered with a 14 kw 
hybrid engine. 

M: what is your current vision in the nautical 
field, what can be the new flagship boats of this 
year? 

Today's market segments are only aimed at 
customers with high economic availability, who 
prefer very special and flashy day cruisers; 
alternatively, the maxi yacht furnished by 
internationally renowned designers. Today the 
boat more than yesterday must represent the 
beauty with art and new technologies on 
board, also joining the Green part for its 
construction. 

M: how do you plan to revive and how is it 
ready to assert itself against its "competitors"? 
on what aspects do you plan to focus on in 
order to emerge your reality and vision? 

Today I am working by 
making my know-how 
available to a 
shipyard for its 

commercial 
development, in the 
present future I am 
realizing a project of a 
44” day cruiser with a 
lot of technology on 
board and made in 
Italy merchandising 
related to the boat. I 
think soon I can 
present reality and 
vision maybe because 
not in the next The 
Paper.  
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Gabriele Luccioni 
 

On a gloomy Roman afternoon, I had the 
opportunity to interview the manager of the 
restaurant, Gabriele Luccioni, as well as my 
friend in the modern setting of the Macro - 
museum of contemporary art in Rome-Via 
Nizza. 

M: hello Gab, thanks for the availability to this 
interview, let's start easy, tell us briefly who you 
are and what you do; 

G: thanks to you for this chance, then, I am 
Gabriele, I have been managing the Macro 
restaurant here in via Nizza for about 9 years 
and I am also one of the founders of 
Ludomaniacs; 

M: I know that Ludomaniacs is an association 
linked to board games, but tell me how it was 
born; 

G: we were a group of friends united by the 
passion for wargames and we found ourselves 
6 playing role, having the space of the Macro 
restaurant available, we decided to get 
together and make a sort of small association 
between us and so it is that Ludomaniacs was 
born; from there we then created the Macro 
Games Night, a club event open to all; 
Normally it travels on 120-130 people, even if 
it has reached peaks at 230-240 people against 
30-50 of Roman clubs. 

M: club event intended as other clubs headed 
by you or not? 

G: no, the idea has always been to participate 
with other clubs, in a territory like Rome it is 
impossible to work together since each shop 
thinks there is a theft of customers, so there 
have been objective difficulties in managing 

and finding games; now we have about 300 
games that the publishing houses have given 
us: this was a great achievement that we 
managed to overcome. 

M: it will have a nice effect when you find 
names such as Cosmic, etc. under the 
Ludomaniacs sign ... 

 

G: Cosmic, Asmodee, Giochi Uniti, da Vinci 
games, Ghenos games, big names who came 
here to do events and then left us things, for an 
exchange speech; once a holder of one of 
these publishing houses, given the turnout, 
told me frightened: "too many people". 

M: how did you manage everything? 

G: I went to strategy and tactics, our partners 
now, 4 times: the first time "hello I'm sorry 
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Gabriele", the second "hello Emilià", the 
fourth time they said "do you remember that 
thing you told us about? Let's try it.” And here 
the real anecdote starts: the first time we 
opened we were four cats in plain words, the 
funny thing was that when I opened the door, 
because I had seen people approaching since 
there was still light, around 19.30, I said: "guys 
looking for something?" and there were these 
four hard and pure nerdacchioni doing, all 
embarrassed: "we were looking for the evening 
of the games ..." I replied: "look it's here" and 
they, I remember, they made a shocking face 
given the location, perhaps accustomed to the 
store's basement. 

M: have you ever had problems here? 

G: honestly? In 10 years I have never had 
breakages of any kind, on the contrary, do you 
want to know something funny? If you turn on 
the music, the nerds themselves tell you to turn 
it off because they're playing. It may seem 
strange but they are the first to prevent you 
from making messes, if for example two 
wanted to lead they would not succeed 
because everyone wants to play and do it 
serenely and in peace; the other anecdote is 
that we had a friend who only played 
warmachine, and said: "I don't do nerdy 
things". Nerdy things. Warmachine (one of 

many wargames).

 
M: but isn't that a contradiction? 

G: he didn't see it as a game, but a challenge, 
like chess; he was ashamed to please him 
something that was a nerd, therefore, a 
borderline, a loser etc.  in the end do you know 
how it ended? He comes every evening, brings 
10 friends who are basically not nerds and have 
fun. Two steps led to this: union and 
transversally: X brought 10 friends of his who 
have never played like him, even just to have a 
bite to eat them all together, so much to eat is 
good and cheap and then you see them that if 
you don't they are gone, you understand you 
have hit the target and the satisfaction 
skyrockets: they have overcome their fear, 
repulsion to say: "I do not do these nerdy 
things". 

M: external opinions on the matter? 

G: I spoke to a guy from another association, 
Fabio Polidori, from Reindeer Corp. and he 
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said something that left a bitter taste in my 
mouth, but at the same time it made me smile: 
"Reindeer no longer exists, people play at 
home, people have other places to go to play, 
we are a historical association that has closed, 
but this is not a failure, but a success and do 
you know why? Because we have brought 
game culture around; those who used to play 
with us before and now do it at home with 
other people is fine, the important thing is that 
they play. " 

M: what is your final purpose, if we can 
understand it so? 

G: our ultimate goal is to play and have fun; 
therefore, we began to take an interest in other 
things, to take part in fairs no longer as 
customers but as standists; in addition to being 
content carriers, we are partnering with the 
PLAY (Play Festival of the Game, Modena), the 
largest gaming fair in Italy. 

M: You have also organized exhibitions such as 
the Grade. 

G: we have already held two editions of the 
Grade with almost 100 artists who participated 
c, such as Gabriele dell‘ Otto, Sara Pichelli, 

Staino, artists with a less famous name but with 
exceptional talent such as Garofalo, de Longis, 
Lorenz (LRNZ) , to a Matteo Piana, a lot of very 
good girls; the first Grade lasted about 20 days, 
with 3 days of events, while the second Grade 
lasted 12 days with 5 days of events; the 
peculiarity was to bring people into museums, 
where established artists thanked me because 
they had never been inside a museum. He is an 
artist seen not exactly as an artist and this thing 
gives importance to him first and foremost to 
me; a bit like Francesco (Farabi, present with an 
article in the magazine-editor's note) and 

Monte San Savino (the most 
important Italian modeling 
competition and probably the 
most prestigious in the world-
editor's note), both are better 
off having the other. 

M: what is the age target for 
your evenings, for Gamesnight? 

G: we are not talking about 
targets but about 
predisposition: you find 
everything good or bad. Let's 
say party games are the ones 
that allow you to do these 
things and are the fun thing; we 

are trying to take the next step because if you 
always fish in the same pond the fish either end 
up or are always the same: you have to look 
ahead and evolve, even in a static environment 
like this. 

M: how could you look forward? 

G: first of all, we try to get where we hardly get: 
get to the institutions. Those who know me 
know that my real goal is to make a game 
house in Rome, not as a place with slot 
machines and poker, but a place where you can 
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play with friends in peace; in practice an 
alternative to disco nights where you can 
socialize and make new friends. 

M: obviously you have a right registration card? 

G: about 2200 members, membership fee  is 
free.
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Andrea Falcioni 

 
I had the privilege of being invited by Mr. 
Falcioni to present his new drink and the last 
masterpiece born of their minds: a ring set with 
a natural fancy yellow-green diamond, 
surrounded by natural white diamonds. 

Try to describe the play of light is created 
between the many facets of the jewel and its 
forms, it’s like trying to describe the sparkling 
stars in the cosmos during a starry night. 

Indescribably beautiful and magical. 

To say masterpiece is also an understatement. 

In addition to the privilege of the invitation, I 
also had the honor of being able to interview 
Mr. Falcioni with some brief questions. 

M: the first question is very simple: why a green 
diamond? 

F: why the choice of a green diamond or why a 
diamond is green? 

M: in this case the choice of the green 
diamond. 

F: the green diamond, together with the red 
diamond is the rarest and hardest to find in 
nature; wanting to choose to organize an event 
that was special, we decided to bring a natural 
green diamond to Italy which is one of the 
rarest precious stones to find in nature; the 
diamond naturally turns green because in its 
formation phase it is subjected to radiations 
that create green luminescence, an extremely 
rare phenomenon that increases the rarity of 
the diamond itself; we have also chosen green 
because it is a color that has a great evocative 
value, represents hope, represents ecology 
and therefore represents a series of ethical 
values that make up our corporate philosophy; 
we decided to present it in Rome to give a sort 
of revival to a city on its knees and in a disaster, 

hoping that such a special event could be a 
beacon of hope for the city itself. 

M: why the combination of a green diamond 
with white diamonds? 

F: generally, when a fancy diamond, yellow, 
pink, blue, green or red, is mounted in a jewel, 
it goes very close to white diamonds to make 
the color of the diamond stand out more; we 
understand that it is a diamond because only 
the diamond shines in that way, approaching it 
with extremely white diamonds, as in the case 
of the ring in question, it is possible to fully 
appreciate the color tone that makes this type 
of diamond an exception. 
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M: why the choice of an oval shape instead of 
a squarer one for this type of jewel? 

F: the cut of the diamond is obviously square 
and is intentionally placed next to some 
diamonds that follow instead of the curvilinear 
shapes to create a compensation and a 
contrast between the square being of the 
central diamond and the fact that a ring is 
round and the one that surrounds the diamond 
recalls softer and more harmonious lines; is a 
choice designed to make the diamond more 
beautiful.  

M: why did you decide to do this experiment 
by jumping into the creation of a drink? 

F: everything obviously comes from the green 
color, I wanted to create a green cocktail 
because it matches the color of the sofas here 
in the studio; the idea was born before the 
arrival of the green diamond, so it was a 
coincidence almost at the same time. I started 
by trying a series of mixes based on green fruit 

juices, more alcoholic notes and spicy or bitter 
and bitter notes and at the end it came out a 
fairly balanced mix that makes the cocktail an 
acid green color and with a really good taste. 

M: I confirm that it is really great, I felt that 
before talking about possible contrasts within 
the cocktail, did you try to insert grapefruit? 

F: grapefruit not, but inside there is a slice of 
lemon put 8 hours into maceration to release 
the sour note, obviously after having been 
filtered; if we have to break down the cocktail 
we find: a spicy note given by cinnamon, a sour 
and bitter note given by the lemon, a fruity 
note given by the green apple juice and a slight 
alcoholic note given by the white rum. 

M: I have no other questions and I can only 
thank you for this wonderful evening. 

F: the pleasure is all mine. 
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Showrooms 

Italian excellence in manufacturing can be seen from the details and from the care 
with which we treat things. 
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Ars Antiqua
 

Virtual and television reality have entered 
everybody's homes in an increasingly 
significant way: nowadays, in addition to the 
paper system, there are many means that allow 
collectors to enter the art market and obtain 
information on the purchase of works of art. Ars 
Antiqua, with its innovative approach to the 
market, is the direct reflection of this change. It 
is necessary to bring the culture and the taste 
for Ancient Art closer to young people, to 
renew and communicate the importance of the 
past in a way that is in step with our times.  

Ars Antiqua has been operating since 2000 
following the initiative of Federico Bulgarini, art 
historian and member of the Lombard Board of 
Expert Consultants, and Francesco Bulgarini, 
architect and interior design expert. The gallery 
stands out above all for its desire to give 
primary importance to the study of works of art, 
making a selection based on artistic specificity 
and historical-critical contextualization.  

There is a wide selection of paintings of 
mythological, religious, still life, landscapes 
and portraits, from the Renaissance to the 
eighteenth century, accompanied by a 
selection of nineteenth-century paintings. A 

further section dedicated to modern and 
contemporary art completes the view on the art 
world. As for the furnishings, the most 
represented centuries are the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, with valuable drawers 
and flaps, but also tables, chests, kneelers, 
cupboards, sideboards, consoles and mirrors. 

Ars Antiqua is present in the main antiques 
exhibitions throughout the country, including 
Amart of Milan, Gotha (Parma), 
Modenantiquaria, Mercanteinfiera di Parma, 
National Exhibition of Assisi, Bergamo 
Antiquaria, Cortona antiquaria, Saluzzo and 
Vaprio d'Adda. 

In addition to the large showroom in the heart 
of Milan open every day and to exhibitions, the 
gallery is characterized by intense activity on 
the main Italian and international antique 
portals on the Internet, a presence that is 
supported by the Instagram and Facebook 
pages, which allow you to come into more 
direct contact with a wider and heterogeneous 
audience, without forgetting the trade 
magazines. 

Ars Antiqua inaugurated in 2011 a Sunday 
television live broadcast (digital terrestrial 126 
and Sky 821) in which not only the sale of works 
of art is proposed, but experts, art historians, 
museum directors and Italian associations 
intervene during the broadcast to present not 
only the proposed works, but also cultural 
events in progress. Every Sunday a 
heterogeneous selection of works is presented: 
the curious presence of a curtain, at the peak 
of the episode, reveals a masterpiece of 
historical importance. Ars Antiqua has also 
doubled its television appointment with a new 
broadcast aired on Thursday evening (digital 
terrestrial 126 and Sky 861), where episodes 
alternating in which Old Masters masterpieces 
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are presented with others with more affordable 
works. With the television system we try to 
establish a cultural conversation that goes 
beyond the mere economic aspect, therefore 
proposing to pursue a formative purpose, 
promoting, alongside television broadcasts, in 
synergy with Akropolis, an association 
specialized in cultural travel, artistic knowledge 
through exhibitions in public spaces, organized 
visits to current events, conferences and 
meetings with institutions and academies. It is 
not uncommon for some collectors to call 
during the live broadcasts to discuss the works, 
sometimes rare artists to find on the market, or 
simply to compliment the enthusiasm and 
passion transmitted during the four hours of 
live broadcast. 

However, it is a very complex activity that does 
not end with the broadcasting and the 
organization phase that precedes each 
episode. We must try to establish a human 
contact with customers, transforming the 
virtual reality of the screen into a relationship of 
trust and involvement. The reliability of a 
teleshopping, in the case of Ars Antiqua, is a 
direct consequence of a twenty-year activity of 
gallery and widespread presence throughout 
the Italian territory. 

The live television broadcast, both on national 
channels and in streaming on the website 

www.arsantiquasrl.com and on the FB page, 
allows an increasingly wide range of 
enthusiasts to access and to be able to 
purchase the numerous proposed works. 

Their needs lead them to find different sales 
solutions, from deferred payments to zero-
interest loans, to the valuation of the works 
aimed at buying or brokering them through the 
numerous channels available to them. 

The gallery, wanting to cope with today's 
needs of an increasingly aware public, offers 
restoration services, expertise and 
authentication of ancient and modern and 
contemporary works of art, carrying out all the 
procedures in direct communication with the 
reference archives. At the same time, it is 
possible to create wedding lists, hire the works, 
transport them and export licenses through the 
Ministry of Cultural Heritage. Francesco 
Bulgarini, a member of the Order of Architects, 
is particularly attentive to the study and 
distribution of spaces, ensuring that the work of 
art can be admired and valued to the best of its 
potential, operating in context within the 
environments where more and more frequently 
there is a contamination of ancient and modern 
languages.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ars Antiqua allowing 
a growing number of 
amateurs to 
approach its 
proposals has now 
become one of the 
most consolidated 

and recognized 
realities in the world of Ancient Art. This 
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conveys a story, a recognition of our past, the 
cover of our memory and, to paraphrase the 
ever-current phrase of Pablo Picasso, "the art 

shakes the dust accumulated in everyday life 
from the soul". 
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Sergio Nesci Boutique 
A shop located in one of the most beautiful 
streets of Rome; via Margutta. 

A space dedicated to the promotion of fashion 
as the VALUE of MADE IN ITALY and Italian 
STYLE in the world. 

The company with seventy years of experience 
in the tailoring field, offers a couture product 
with production and distribution times for prét 
à porter. Dedicated to a man who wants to get 
out of the usual standards, offering a 
completely personalized suit both in the cut 
and in the finishes and in the choice of fabrics, 
of the highest quality such as; Loro Piana, 
Ermenegildo Zegna, Piacenza, Scabal, 
Caccioppoli for the Carlo Riva shirt factory. 

The company was founded in 1950 by 
Giuseppe Nesci, a tailor in Rome at the 
Accademia dei Sartori. Resumed by his son 
Sergio Nesci who knows his job well, that 
ancient "know-how" expression of an 
exclusively Italian handcrafted translation, 
intended as a wise ability to work and transform 
the rarest and most precious raw materials to 
create exclusive products. 

The dress - says the responsible and creative 
director of the company - must be able to dress 

the client, making him feel at ease, in any 
situation both for his own profession and 
outside of work. 

The brand presents a current and 
unconventional mix of luxury clothing, for a 
man who wants to get out of the standards, 
preferring Italian class and style, offering both 
ready-made and made-to-measure clothing. 

Inside our boutique you can find; sweaters and 
pullovers in pure cashmere, polo shirts and 
sweaters in cashmere and silk, ready-made 
jackets with “Loro Piana” fabric, overcoats by 
“Mandelli” and “Doriani”, the best Italian 
“Rota” trousers, hand-made Marche shoes and 
all the accessories that complete men's 
clothing.
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Franco Schiavon Gallery 
They are among the most beautiful and famous 
artistic handicraft products in Italy for centuries. 

Murano glass has conquered the world, ever 
since the ships of the Serenissima conquered 
the Mediterranean. And today that the world is 
globalized, the artisans, the artists, the glass 

masters of the island in general continue in 
their noble activity because the magic of the 
crystals, the fantasy of the colors, the originality 
of the murrine are sought after everywhere. 

A superb example of the great and centuries-
old tradition of Murano glassmaking, the 
Franco Schiavon glass factory was founded in 
the 1950s and soon became one of the most 
important names thanks to the high artistic 
level and the excellence of the lines produced 
in its furnaces. 

Created by Alfio Schiavon (1914-1976) it is with 
his son Franco, a master glassmaker already at 
the age of 25, that the glassworks will find its 
maximum expression. 

The Franco Schiavon Gallery is located in the 
pulsating heart of Murano, in a luxurious XVIIth 
century building at 15 of the central 
Fondamenta dei Vetrai. 

In its various exhibition rooms, you can admire 
and buy creations with a sophisticated design, 

unique works 
of art in the 
world, very 
delicate blown 

glass 
expressions 

made in the 
respect of the 

Murano 
tradition, for 

glass 
composition 

and processing 
techniques. 

The Gallery 
offers the 
possibility of 
choosing and 

customizing a 
vast and refined selection of furnishing 
accessories (vases, mirrors, decorations for 
residences and for accommodation facilities), 
sculptures, lighting elements (classic and 
modern chandeliers) to finish with a wide range 
of objects and Jewellery of the highest 
creativity and value. 

Since 1992 under the direction of the multi-
faceted Japanese artist Tsuchida Yasuhiko and 
the guide of the company manager Annarita 
Schiavon, Vetreria Schiavon is now the 
international fulcrum of the art of glassmaking, 
collaborating with the greatest glass artists 
worldwide, managing to satisfy the demands of 
its customers thanks to the possibility of 
customizing his works.  
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Known for the presence of strong messages, 
conceptual ideas and philosophy, which 
constantly characterize the foundations of each 
of his creations, nicknamed "the poet of the 
glass", Tsuchida more recently became famous 
for his work also in other different sectors, such 
as writing, cooking, architecture, cinema, 
fashion, music. 

The SCHIAVON brand is synonymous with 
quality, style and refinement. 

Our highly prized creations, the result of 
centuries of experience, craftsmanship, passion 
for beauty, creativity, have combined as many 
qualities, a high level of design and exclusivity, 
distinguishing our products as a recognized 
brand in the world. 

'Made in Murano by Schiavon' is one of the 
many 'Made in Italy' products that have always 
distinguished the best creations made in our 
country in the world. 

The Italian character of our brand lies above all 
in the expression of a long and matured 
tradition of art and craft, of a wise 
craftsmanship, as well as great attention to 
detail matured over the centuries. 

Over the last few decades, the Schiavon brand 
has also been applied to innovative designs, 
becoming synonymous with style, exclusivity 
and luxury, and is highly appreciated by many 
visitors to our gallery as well as by glass 

connoisseurs and collectors. Thanks to the 
attention to detail, to the experience and skill 
of its craftsmen, and also to competitive prices, 
Vetreria Schiavon has become a leading 
company in the world of glass and interior 
design; a solid point of reference for those 
looking for unique works in the world, for those 
who want to furnish their residence with taste 
and elegance, for all those who love beauty, 

art, the personal touch of a craftsman who 
works exclusively for them. 

It is the passion for this art that inspires our 
creations, so we pass on the techniques of our 
ancestors and innovate them to keep up with 
the times, continuing our ancient art with high 
quality products. 
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Art, entertainment, music, theater  

 

A way of expressing being Italian and being citizens of the world 
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Spring Flamenco Festival 
 Coming the second edition A guitar plays 
rhythmic notes accompanied by the sound of 
the hands (palmas), echoes a sung whine (ay) to 
which is added a dancing figure that with 
figures and strength beats the earth with the 
feet producing a whirling rhythm: it is a 
flamenco painting, an art that blends song and 
dance music and represents the Hispanic gypsy 
culture. 

Today the flamenco has reached the nobility of 
theatrical arts and, having become the 
intangible heritage of humanity, it is used 
throughout 
the world.  

In Italy, in 
almost 
every city 
we find 
more 
schools 
that 
express 
this culture. 
In Rome an 
industry 
excellence 
is 

represented 
by the association SPAZIO FLAMENCO 
directed by Dario Carbonelli, dancer and 
choreographer, for over 20 years engaged in 
the diffusion of this art form through shows, 
dance school and organization of events of the 
highest level.  

The flagship of the association is the spring 
flamenco festival which saw its first edition in 
March 2019 with an exceptional cast. On the 
stage of the auditorium there were two pines 

artists among the greatest figures on the world 
scene (el Junco, Ursula Lopez, Alfredo Lagos, 
Jeromo Segura, Juan Requena, Matias Lopez, 
Oscar Lago). A four-day event that saw three 
shows, two Baile master classes and a 
percussion master class. The second edition 
scheduled for March 2020 (19/22) promises to 
be up to the previous edition with respect to 
the quality level and will also see the 
production of a fourth show that will be staged 
at the Lido Theater in Ostia. The second edition 
will see the participation of bailaor Daniel 

Navarro, 
guitarist 

Juan 
Requena, 

the 
cantaor 

José 
Valencia 

and many 
other 
great 

artists of 
the world 

flamenco 
scene. The 

first 
edition in 

collaboration 
with the Cervantes institute has met with 
considerable success with the public and 
critics, and the constant presence at all of the 
representations of the Spanish ambassador 
testifies to the greatness and excellence that 
we Italians can achieve in all aspects of the 'art.  

Creativity and attention to detail are the 
hallmark of our Italian character.  
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Experiences 

Being Italy is also being experience. Especially when the experience is 
synonymous with excellence 
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Firas (Fabbrica Italiana Ricambi Auto Storiche) 
Firas (Italian Historical Auto Parts Factory) is a 
young technological startup, born in 2017 from 
a great passion, the one for vintage cars and 
the most advanced engineering techniques 
and 3D printing. With it comes a new 4.0 
factory model able to guarantee the 
reproduction of every spare part thanks to the 
most advanced 3D modeling and printing 

techniques.  

A real revolution in the world of historic cars 
that can ensure the faithful reproduction of 
every spare part. But the world of historic cars 
is not the only reality dealt with by Firas. Inside 
the startup there is a multidisciplinary 
laboratory, Firas 3D LAB, which tests and tests 
new technologies, modeling procedures, 3D 
printing and post-production. A place where 
the innovative capacity of Firas is born and that 
is the heart of the consultancy competence, 
which Firas makes available to different 
markets and partners to develop ad hoc 
solutions. Innovation in nautical design: Tender 

4.0 Tender 4.0 is an innovative project that in 
the 3D-LAB is born from the fusion of Firas 
design skills with Araundu's know-how, a digital 
laboratory that has been dealing with 
technological innovation in the development of 
digital solutions and custom integrations 
between software and hardware. The project 
aims to incorporate innovation into the world 
of nautical design: a 5-meter luxury-oriented 
market will be built using specially created 3D 
printing techniques and machinery and 
equipped with on-board sensors for 
navigation, maintenance, safety and comfort. 
The propulsion will be given by a 7 kw electric 
motor, excellent for silent and clean navigation, 
suitable both for mooring in pristine natural 
areas and for the most exclusive events. A 
highly comfortable, elegant, safe and green 
luxury product. The construction of the load-
bearing structure, hull and parts of the dock 
will, as introduced a little while ago, be carried 
out via 3D fdm printing, but not only: the 
material used will be derived from common 
plastic bottles, recycled through fusion in 
thread. 

PET, a material of which they are composed, is 
called a "smart material": that is, it possesses 
enormous potential both from a technical point 
of view, due to its high mechanical capabilities, 
and because of its abundance. Although in fact 
it is still not sufficiently used in the recycling 
chain of most of the world industry, it is 100% 
recyclable and can be reused in many 
production cycles. The goal is in fact to launch 
a sign of responsibility, but also and above all 
to ensure that the recycling chain can position 
itself in high-end market targets such as luxury 
design, even increasing the value of the 
product itself through cutting-edge processes.  

A further innovation factor will be the 
installation of a mesh of IoT sensors connected 
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to each other, miniaturized and nested inside 
the printed modules, with the aim of creating a 
three-dimensional mapping of the entire boat 

and providing data on it in time real. The 
sensors can in fact have an endless logic of use: 
pick up non-ideal navigation conditions by 
mixing analyzes from winds, temperature, 
fluctuations, roll or weight distribution on 
board, create predictive analyzes on the state 
of maintenance of the engine, produce 
proximity demotics; 

all this will be made to converge in an app 
provided on the owner's smartphone. The 
application also allows the connection of the 
vehicle remotely, for example to the garage or 
the manufacturer, guaranteeing the owner a 
high guarantee or maintenance performance. 
Tender 4.0 and its realization The project 
process therefore foresees 5 key factors: use of 

recycled material, production through 3D 
printing, optimization of structures and weights 
below 300 kg, electric propulsion, sensors for 

real-time monitoring and predictive 
maintenance. It will be developed in 3 
phases: feasibility study, executive 
planning, prototype realization.  

 To ensure the feasibility of the project, 
and therefore its validity, the following 

components will be analyzed: Material 
performance: composition, buoyancy and 
hydrodynamics. Printing technique: pro fi le 
machine for 3D filament printing and scale 
printing test. Electric propulsion: motorization 
and power supply, degree of protection, 
autonomy. Sensors: mechanical and structural 
sensors housing, remote control testing. 

Tender 4.0 is, in conclusion, the bearer of 
strong stimuli for the evolution of the world of 
nautical design and of several other branches 
of industry, evolution through the commitment 
of two companies to interface and collaborate 
in the name of innovation and entrepreneurial 
creativity. 
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Ikonica 
Ikonica, a place in Rome to live and share 
photography. 

The Ikonica photographic association 
is a small island in the photographic 
world, within which it is possible to 
come into contact with a completely 
new way of looking at photographs. 
Exit from the continuous vortex of 
images present on social media, 
finding a place of peace where one 
can compare with professional 
photographers, but also with other 
photo enthusiasts. 

In a short time, we realize that Ikonica 
more than an association is a real 
family that welcomes every new 
member open arms. 

Within the structure, photography courses are 
organized, divided into various levels and 
topics, allowing everyone to participate; 
novices and expert photographers. Through 
the courses you learn how to carry out projects 
by putting at your disposal the technique of 
professionals at your service. The course will 
not be like a lesson, in fact there are neither 
desks nor a chair but you will live sitting 
together watching and commenting on large 

photographs photographers of the past, but 
especially your photos will be analyzed, 

allowing you to immediately observe your 
mistakes and how to correct them; for this 
reason, the courses will be accompanied by 
numerous field trips to gain more experience.  

Ikonica intends to tell the past and present 
photography in a simple way, as a craftsman 
teaches his apprentices the trade, giving him 
step by step all the tools to create a unique 
work. 

The peculiarity that characterizes Ikonica is its 
basic idea. Ikonica was born from the meeting 

of professional photographers in the 
sector and from the common desire to 
share and spread the passion and 
talent for photography. 

The large variety of events organized 
by the association allows all 
participants to come into contact with 
new experiences, thus avoiding 
getting bored; event like the 
"Fotoparlando" that allow you to get 
in touch with the experiences of 
photojournalists who have worked in 
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various areas of photography from reportage 
to news photography.  

During your journey through the Ikonica, as 
well as on your own, you can participate in 
photographic outings and trips where it will be 
possible to free all the creativity that each of us 
possesses within 
scenarios different 
from the common, as 
happened in most 
recent trip to Iran 
where the "Ikonics" 
came into contact with 
a reality very different 
from normal, a reality 
completely different 
from popular belief. 
All the trips offered by 
Ikonica are studied in 
detail in order to 
provide the 
participants with the 
right time to take their 
own photo, without haste, thus allowing 
everyone to carry with them every moment. 
This is also possible because a photographer 
will be always available to answer every 
question, ready to support you and share 
knowledge and advice with you. 

A continuous exchange of ideas is allowed for 
everyone, even those who do not live in Rome 
or those who for various reasons cannot follow 
the events offered by the association in person 
thanks to the "Ikonica photo" group on 
Facebook, where it is possible to see the 
photos of all subscribers, participate in 
discussions and directly observe the events on 
site. 

To conclude: During my experience here from 
the Ikonics I was able to discover a new way of 
looking at the world from behind a lens that is 
not the simple one I take the phone and click, 

but I happened all the work behind a correct 
photo.  
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Pegaso Models 
Pegaso Models, for 25 
years, has been thinking, 
designing, producing and 
producing Historical and 
Fantasy Figures made in 
Siena, Italy. 

The collectible figure was 
born as an evolution of the 
old toy "soldier tin", which 
over the years has 
increasingly taken up space 
in collectors' windows. 
They have therefore 
evolved more and more 
towards a marked realism 
and a complexity closer to 
the needs of an adult 
audience. The metal or 
resin kits to be assembled and painted are 
sold. The client is at the same time a model 
maker himself who likes to collect them, 
assemble them and paint them independently 
or commission professionals to make the 
finished product to be exhibited. Over the 
years the collectible figure has given birth to a 
real small market of collectors and admirers, 
with exhibitions and competitions scattered 
around the world, in a way not too different 
from what happens with the "fine artists". 

Founded by Luca Marchetti, one of the 
greatest sculptors and painters of sketches 
since the 90s, Pegaso Models has always 
surrounded itself only with the best talents in 
the field, founding a real contemporary art 
workshop, where young enthusiasts have 
learned and developed modeling, painting and 
molding techniques. Forge of real masters of 
the sector (like the award-winning sculptor 
Andrea Iula, now become fine artist on canvas), 
over the years has expanded its members, 
always aiming for excellence. Today it counts 

among its ranks some of the most awarded and 
recognized artists of the entire sector, from 
sculpture, which has evolved incorporating the 
most contemporary techniques of digitization, 
up to oil painting, acrylic and digital graphics. 

With a catalog that exceeds 500 models 
produced, Pegaso has invested in particular in 
two major fields: the historical toy soldier, with 
a wide selection of different eras and 
represented scales, and the fantasy figure, 
creating the separate brand Kimera Models. 

From 2018, Pegaso Models, in collaboration 
with Camerini S.r.l. of Cremona (color factory 
with centuries of experience), has created the 
Kimera Kolors brand, a line of pure acrylic 
colors designed for the most demanding artists 
and tested by numerous world masters. 

Today the Pegaso team is made up of a team 
of great experts and masters in the sector: Luca 
Marchetti, founder and director of the 
company, a universally recognized pioneer in 
the world of fashion. For the last 25 years he 
has supervised, sculpted and directed the 
production of some of the most famous best-
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sellers in the history of the fashion world. Art 
director of the entire company, he was a 
proponent of the idea of a company / 
workshop, where art and craftsmanship have 
always coexisted.  

Pietro Balloni, awarded with the medals of 
World Master of the figure from the most 
important American federation of the sector, 
winner of some of the most important 
international awards both in the historical 
figurine, and recently, in the fantasy one. 
Master in the use of oil, Pietro is the bearer of 
a traditional technique of painting that goes 
back to the great masters of the past and that 
he reproposes in the three dimensions of the 
soldier. 

Francesco Farabi, winner of the first prize at the 
Crystal Brush 2019 (one of the most important 
awards in the world in the fantasy figurine) and 
numerous awards around the globe, 
international judge and co-organizer of one of 
the most important competition exhibitions in 
the world “Monte San Savino Show”, Which is 
held every year in the province of Arezzo, in 
Italy. A modern painter focused on acrylic, 
Francesco has taught courses all over the world 
for more than 10 years, he is the artistic director 
of the Kimera Kolors brand and, together with 
the founder Luca Marchetti of the company's 
fantasy section (Kimera Models).  
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Riccardo Agostini, a new dazzling talent for 
painting, began as a pupil of Francesco and 
then embarked on a glittering pictorial career 
that, despite his recent presence in the world 
of model-making, already received awards of 
global renown. Also a modern painter focused 
on acrylic, Riccardo has recently joined the 
group also bringing his knowledge in the field 
of marketing and social management. Alberto 

Acquaviva, a very young digital sculptor, an 
unquestionable and growing talent, is a 
freelance who has inextricably linked himself to 
the Pegaso team, creating the sculptures of 
some of the most successful figures of recent 
years. 

The team is completed by Stefano Prezzolini, a 
highly experienced plastimodellist, the founder 
of the company that deals with the metal 
molding of the figures, and Loren Mercedes 
Morales who one by one carries out the 
assembly of each box, giving life to the finished 
product that will go on the shelves. 

For 25 years Pegaso Models has been pursuing 
a corporate philosophy that, while linked to a 
history rooted in the traditions of the soldier's 
masters, always looks at both technological 
and costume innovations, also trying to 
anticipate the times, with subjects that are 
always new and original, studying new forms of 
molding and sculpture, developing painting 
techniques and making them available on their 
website both as free and paid materials. 

Pegaso Models is already thinking of new 
revolutions in this field for 2020 and 2021, with 
the idea of melting some of its most 
representative creations in bronze to fill the last 
small gap between this world and that one 
traditional art. 
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